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ABSTRACT
Published in TESOL Quarterly a decade ago, the Academic Word List (AWL) (Coxhead,
2000) has become increasingly influential in the field of TESOL. With more than 82% of the
AWL comprised of words of Latin and Greek, much of this important list logically consists of
English-Spanish cognates because Spanish originated from Latin. In order to serve Spanishspeaking English language learners (SSELLs) better, their teachers need to know which AWL
words are cognates. Using published sources and linguistic analysis of the 570 items in the
AWL, the research in this thesis has resulted in a newly reorganized AWL divided into four
categories that are more useful for our Spanish-speaking English language learners as well as
their instructors, curriculum designers, and materials writers: English-Spanish true cognates,
partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem

Since its publication in TESOL Quarterly, the Academic Word List (AWL) (Coxhead,
2000) has increasingly influenced ESL/EFL curricula and textbooks and, presumably, has aided
students‘ learning the vocabulary necessary for successful study in English-speaking academic
environments. With approximately 80% of its words being English-Spanish cognates, is the
AWL of less value to Spanish-speaking ELLs (SSELLs) than those with other first languages
(L1)? This question is particularly important in light of the fact that, in a 2000–2001 survey, 79%
of K-12 English language learners (ELLs) in the U.S. (3.6 million students) spoke Spanish as
their native language (Kindler, 2002). Assuming that a goal of word lists is the expediency of
learning, then why would SSELLs spend their time studying a word list consisting of vocabulary
with which they are already familiar, or could these students use strategies to study the words on
the AWL more efficiently? In an educational setting with SSELLs, lessons based on learning
vocabulary from the AWL would provide students with an overabundance of words with which
they would already be familiar or could easily become familiar with if the similarities of their
corresponding cognate pair were to be explicitly taught. Therefore, an analysis of the AWL‘s
true and false English-Spanish cognates provides important implications regarding the list‘s
influence on TESOL pedagogy for ESL classes with SSELLs as well as EFL classes in Spanishspeaking countries. In order to label AWL words as cognates, cognate must first be
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operationalized. This literature review addresses a gap in current research regarding the
definition of cognate.
Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study of cognates in the AWL for SSELLs is not to undermine the
groundbreaking achievement of the AWL, but rather to build on it. The finished product will
include four lists compiled from the AWL: English-Spanish cognates, partial cognates, false
cognates, and non-cognates. Teachers whose classes have SSELLs but who are not so familiar
with these students‘ L1 can then make better choices about which words may need to be
explicitly taught and/or require more extensive practice time.

Research Question

To what extent do the 570 headwords in the AWL consist of English-Spanish true
cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates?

Assumption

The assumption in using any list for any group of ELLs is that the words in the list are
useful (e.g., of high frequency) and unknown to the learner. While the AWL itself is a wellknown and well-established list, we question whether the AWL is as useful to SSELLs as it is to
students who do not speak Spanish, or another Romance language, because many of the 570
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AWL items are from Latin and are likely cognates in Spanish. In fact, the AWL could be more
helpful if English-Spanish cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates, i.e., truly
new words, were identified. Explicit focus on cognates has been identified as a worthwhile
vocabulary learning strategy (Caplan-Carbin, 1995; Daulton, 1998), and since the AWL provides
a plethora of English-Spanish cognates frequently encountered in academia, university-bound
SSELLs could benefit from explicit exposure to the similarities that these words share between
English and Spanish.
One of the shortcomings of word lists is that they are designed for ELLs of all L1
backgrounds. This shortcoming was observed as far back as 1957 when, in reference to two
influential English word lists, Lado stated that ―we simply cannot ignore the native language of
the student as a factor of primary importance in vocabulary‖ (p. 81). He was referring
specifically to the fact that there exist a high number of English-Spanish cognate pairs in the
English language and that word lists should take this important fact into account. Explicit focus
on cognates eases the ―learning burden of a word‖ (Nation, 1990, p. 33). Since the word is
similar in form and meaning in both English and Spanish, SSELLs expend less effort in the
learning of those words than they would non-cognates. Therefore, in the current study, it is
assumed that awareness of English-Spanish cognates on the AWL would assist in SSELLs‘
learning of English academic vocabulary.
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Definition of Terms
1.

AWL (Academic Word List): an influential list of 570 headwords common in academic
texts (Coxhead, 2000).

2.

CA (cognate awareness): the ability to recognize similarities between cognates. CA can
be either intrinsic (ICA) or evoked (ECA).

3.

Cognates: words that share forms similar to one another across languages (e.g.,
academy/academia). Cognates can be semantically true, partial, or false.

4.

Collocations: informed by corpus linguistics, collocations are descriptions of language
use including the ways that words commonly combine to create meaning. Among these
word descriptions are word order (e.g., black and white not white and black) and verbs
plus prepositions (e.g., required for).

5.

Compound word: a word comprised of two separate words (e.g., highlight).

6.

Core meaning, also known as a base meaning: the underlying meaning of a word,
despite differences in use (e.g., even as the use of the word positive can describe a
situation or an attitude, its core meaning remains the same).

7.

Corpus linguistics: analyses of bodies of language texts, used by linguists to describe
such findings as patterns and frequency in vocabulary and grammar.

8.

ECA (evoked cognate awareness): one of two types of CA, ECA refers to learners‘
ability to recognize the similarities between cognates only after these parallels have been
explicitly taught. See also ICA.
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9.

EFL (English as a foreign language): an acronym used to describe English being
taught/learned in countries where English is not the primary language.

10.

ELL (English language learner): an acronym used to describe students learning the
English language.

11.

ESL (English as a second language): an acronym used to describe English being
taught/learned in countries where English is the primary language.

12.

EVF (explicit vocabulary focus): when language instruction involves an explicit focus
on learning vocabulary, such as a focus on ECA.

13.

Form: one of three aspects of knowing a word, form includes a learner‘s knowledge of a
word‘s orthography, phonology, and morphology. Meaning and use are the other two
word aspects of knowing a word.

14.

GSL (General Service List): an influential list of 2,285 headwords common in English
(West, 1953).

15.

Headword: a word representative of other inflections and derivations of itself, often used
as the main entry in dictionaries, e.g., cease (ceased, ceaseless, ceases, ceasing). See
word family.

16.

Homograph: see homonym.

17.

Homonym: a group of unrelated words that share one form. Two types of homonyms are
(a) homographs, which are phonologically and orthographically the same (e.g., contract),
and (b) heterographs, which are phonologically the same but orthographically different
(e.g., they’re, their, there). Homonyms are sometimes confused with polysemes.
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18.

ICA (intrinsic cognates awareness): one of two types of CA, ICA refers to learners‘
ability to identify cognates without the assistance of explicit instruction. See also ECA.

19.

K-12 (kindergarten through 12th grade): an acronym used to describe primary and
secondary education in the United States.

20.

L1 (language 1): a person‘s first, i.e., native, language.

21.

L2 (language 2): any languages learners know that are not their first language. L2 is used
in reference to second languages or any other languages learned subsequently.

22.

Loanword: a word from one language that becomes so widely circulated in another
language that the second language adopts it (e.g., Internet, an English loanword in
Spanish). Loanwords often undergo changes in form that conform to the rules of the
adopting language.

23.

Meaning: one of three aspects of knowing a word, meaning refers to knowledge of a
word‘s related concepts and associations. Form and use are the other two word aspects of
knowing a word.

24.

Morphology: analyses of languages‘ word structures, including affixes (i.e., prefixes and
suffixes).

25.

Orthography: analyses of languages‘ writing systems, focused on aspects such as
spelling, capitalization, and punctuation.

26.

Phonology: analyses of languages‘ sound systems, the way sounds function and interact.

27.

Polyseme: an individual word that has multiple related meanings (e.g., area has four
related meanings). Polysemes are sometimes confused with homonyms.
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28.

Productive vocabulary, also known as active vocabulary: vocabulary that a language
learner can correctly apply in writing and/or speaking (i.e., the two active language
skills).

29.

Receptive vocabulary, also known as passive vocabulary: vocabulary whose meaning
and form is recognizable to a language learner in reading and/or listening (i.e., the two
passive language skills).

30.

SSELL (Spanish-speaking English language learner): an acronym used to describe
Spanish-speaking learners of the English language.

31.

Semantics: analyses of languages‘ meanings and uses of words and sentences.

32.

Syntax: analyses of how languages combine words into phrases and clauses, i.e., a
component of grammar focused on sentence structure.

33.

TESOL (Teaching English to Students of Other Languages): an acronym used to
describe the profession of teaching the English language, in either ESL or EFL
environments.

34.

Transfer: language learners‘ use of their L1 to inform their L2. Two forms of transfer
include (a) positive transfer, in which learners use their L1 to identify L2 meaning
correctly, e.g., cognates, or (b) negative transfer, in which learners use their L1 to
identify L2 meaning incorrectly, e.g., false cognates.

35.

Use: one of three aspects of knowing a word, use includes a learner‘s knowledge of a
word‘s grammatical functions, collocations, and frequency of occurrence. Form and
meaning are the other two word aspects of knowing a word.
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36.

UWL (University Word List): an influential list of 737 headwords common in academic
texts (Guo-yi & Nation, 1984).

37.

Word family: consists of three types of words: a headword, the inflections, and the
semantically similar derivations (Nation, 2001; p. 8).
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Vocabulary Word Lists
Some estimates put the size of the English lexicon at 200,000 words while other
estimates reach into the millions, depending on whether the researcher counts a word as one
word based solely on its headword, such as abandon, or as multiple words based on the word
family: abandon (abandoned, abandoning, abandonment, abandons) (Schmitt & Marsden, 2006,
pp. 78–79). The vocabulary size of the average native English speaker has been estimated to be
around 20,000 words among undergraduates (Nation, 1990, p. 11), and language learners need to
learn between 1,200 to 2,000 words in order to function at just a basic conversational level
(Nation, 1990, p. 93). With so many words, the dilemma for ELLs and their teachers is the
decision of which words should receive explicit vocabulary focus (EVF) in class. To this end, the
solution has been word lists compiled based on systematic analyses of corpus data sets. In our
field, influential word lists have included (in chronological order) the General Service List
(GSL), the University Word List (UWL), and the AWL. Consequently, textbooks and curriculum
designers have been able to refer to these word lists when developing their materials. For
example, Focus on Vocabulary: Mastering the Academic Word List (Schmitt, D. & Schmitt, N.,
2005) is explicitly designed to help ELLs learn words from the AWL. Other textbooks based on
the AWL include Essential Academic Vocabulary (Huntley, 2005) and the series Inside Reading:
The Academic Word List in Context (Zwier & Zimmerman, 2007). The result has made necessary
vocabulary more easily accessible to appropriate students. The recent publication of these AWL-
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based textbooks is indicative of ELLs‘ need for university-specific vocabulary. Many ELLs are
preparing to study in an academic program in an English-speaking university, so a demand has
arisen for word lists appropriate to these academic needs.
Numerous English vocabulary word lists have been compiled by researchers with the
intent to help ELLs learn a lexicon appropriate to meet their educational goals. No list, however,
has been developed from such a comprehensive analysis of corpus information as the AWL
because of modern condordancing software and size of available corpora. Subsequently, our field
has embraced the AWL more than previous lists because of the AWL‘s accuracy in representing
the most commonly occurring words in actual usage of academic language.
The AWL is held up as the best list because of how it was constructed. A major
difference between previous lists and the AWL is the use of (then) new software to monitor word
usage. Using data-collecting software, Coxhead scanned more than 3.5 million words in 414
texts across twenty-eight subjects. The overwhelming majority of the texts came from New
Zealand, where the study was conducted, and the academic subjects fell within four disciplines:
arts, commerce, law, and science. Her target number of words had been 4 million, but due to
time constraints, she decided that 3.5 million would be sufficient. In order to appear in the AWL,
a particular word family needed to be represented at least 100 times in the texts in this corpus.
Additionally, a word had to have appeared no fewer than ten times within all four disciplines and
in at least 15 of the 28 subjects. That is, to become part of the AWL, a word could not have been
just a frequently recurring chemistry or literature word.
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Coxhead‘s overriding research question was: ―Which lexical items occur frequently and
uniformly across a wide range of academic material but are not among the first 2,000 words of
English as given in the GSL (West, 1953)?‖ (Coxhead, 2000, p. 218). Thus, the words of the
GSL, though they might fall within Coxhead‘s definition of highly reoccurring words, would be
omitted from the AWL. The final product is a list of 570 headwords, divided into ten sublists by
level of frequency. The 570 headwords represent word families, i.e., a headword (e.g., abandon)
and its other forms (e.g., abandoned, abandoning, abandonment, abandons), which when
counted in their entirety, total 3,110 words.
The AWL has effectively supplanted the UWL compiled by Guo-yi and Nation (1984).
The UWL is actually an amalgam of four previous word lists: (1) that of Campion and Elley
(1971) published by the New Zealand Council for Educational Research, (2) the American
University Word List (Praninskas, 1972), and lists by (3) Lynn (1973) and (4) Ghadessy (1979).
Because the UWL was culled from other words lists, it is important to understand how its
predecessors were themselves compiled.
The Campion and Elley list had been developed for the purposes of a university entrance
exam. The list was gathered from a corpus of 301,800 words from textbooks from 19 academic
subjects as well as lectures published in journals. The American University Word List was
compiled from 272,466 words in ten first-year university subjects. The purpose of the American
University Word List, like the UWL and the AWL, was to assist ELLs in their vocabulary
learning, rather than the purpose of Campion and Elley‘s list to provide vocabulary for a
university entrance exam. The Lynn and Ghadessy word lists were compiled in a similar manner,
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both through analyzing students‘ university textbooks and recording the words of which ELLs
had marked L1 translations.
After allowing for overlap of words in the previous four lists, the UWL is comprised of
737 headwords, though with the caveat that ―derivative forms are sometimes more frequent than
the base forms‖ (Guo-yi & Nation, 1984, p. 216). Nation, a coauthor of the UWL study, has been
at the forefront of vocabulary research, and the UWL is a clear example of why. With an
apparent notion that four sources are better than one, the researchers‘ method of using previous
academic word lists rather than textbooks and journals allows them to cast a wide net in a time
before computer software could cover wide swaths of data as Coxhead did in order to create the
AWL.
As the AWL has gained influence in TESOL pedagogy, however, a series of research
questions has arisen to challenge or at least question the effectiveness of the AWL. For example,
is the AWL‘s inclusion of homographs prudent (Ming-Tzu & Nation, 2004)? Would the AWL
benefit from consolidation with other word lists such as the GSL or UWL (Hancioğlu, Neufeld,
& Eldridge, 2008)? Should the AWL be supplemented with a focus on native language-specific
transfer variation (Gilquin, Granger, & Paquot, 2007)? Do ―academic words‖ even exist (Hyland
& Tse, 2007)?
Hyland & Tse (2007) questioned the assumption that there exists a body of special
academic vocabulary words that should be memorized by university-bound students. In fact, they
argued that, contrary to word list‘s purpose of expediency, learning words from the AWL ―may
involve considerable learning effort with little return‖ (p. 236). In other words, just because the
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words showed up 100 times in the corpus study does not mean they will show up nearly that
many times when the ELL sits down to read. In fact, what Hyland and Tse found, in an analysis
of the AWL vocabulary, is that the coverage of vocabulary is not evenly distributed across
different academic fields, thus bringing into question what might be considered the AWL‘s basic
assumption that one list fits all, even though Coxhead acknowledges that the AWL only
comprises approximately 10% of the words in academic texts.
Whether or not any given word is included in a word list is primarily based on frequency,
so a word list for English learners should consist of words that ELLs are likely to encounter. In
order to achieve adequate comprehension of a certain context (e.g., conversational English,
academic English), the learner will need to have at least receptive knowledge of the word.

Vocabulary Knowledge and Reading Proficiency

Since the AWL is a word list based on written rather than spoken corpus, the AWL as a
tool for reading is paramount. Extensive research has shown the importance of vocabulary on
reading proficiency. Studies done in monolingual (Dixon, LeFevre, & Twilley, 1988; Kelley,
Lesaux, Kieffer, & Faller, 2010; Lervåg & Aukrust, 2010), bilingual (Dijkstra & Van Heuven,
1998; Sunderman & Schwart, 2008), and ESL/EFL settings (Hsueh-chao & Nation, 2000; Laufer
& Sim, 1985; Watanabe, 1997) have consistently demonstrated a correlation between vocabulary
knowledge and the ability to comprehend texts. Starting at a young age, monolingual children are
required to learn words with the goal of strengthening their reading skills. To this end, educators
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have turned to word lists in order to help raise students‘ vocabulary level to an appropriate level.
The Dolch List, for example, contains 220 English words that occur at a high frequency in
elementary school readings. Compiled in 1936 by E.W. Dolch, the list contains words that
English-speaking students normally learn by the end of third grade (Folse, 2004). For bilingual
students and ELLs, there are the GSL and AWL.
How many words do ELLs need to know? Hsueh-chao and Nation (2000) demonstrated
that, in order to comprehend a text of fiction without the assistance of a dictionary, ELLs would
need to have a receptive knowledge of 98% of the vocabulary, the equivalent of knowing fortynine out of every fifty words. This finding was a result of a study of 66 pre-university ELLs of
varying language backgrounds. Using the Vocabulary Levels Test (Nation, 1993) in order to
determine the learners‘ vocabulary levels, the researchers simplified four texts of fiction to the
appropriate vocabulary level and replaced some words with nonsense words. The first text
included 5% nonsense words, the second text 10% nonsense words, the third text 20% nonsense
words, and the fourth text 0% nonsense words. The results showed that only the text with 0%
nonsense words provided adequate reading comprehension, and through subsequent calculations
taking into consideration scores from the comprehension tests of all four texts, Hsueh-chao and
Nation came to the 98% coverage figure.
Because of vocabulary‘s important role in reading comprehension, learning vocabulary is
an essential strategy in improving reading proficiency. A further connection has been made,
directly linking cognate awareness to reading proficiency. Among SSELL children, for example,
the use of cognates has been an effective reading strategy provided that the student possessed
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some knowledge of the similarities between English and Spanish (Jiménez, García, & Pearson,
1996).
The use of cognates as a reading strategy is an important one, since similarities between
languages help to ease the ―learning burden of a word‖ (Nation, 1990, p. 33). The AWL consists
of more than 82% of words that are of Latin and Greek origin (Coxhead, 2000), which reflects
the fact that the academic lexicon has been largely influenced by Latin. Consequently, many
words on the AWL should theoretically share similarities with words, i.e., cognates, in Spanish.
That is, since Latin is the parent of Spanish language, Spanish ELLs will encounter many
cognates in academic English.

What Is a Cognate?
The word cognate itself is a Latin cognate, the root of which is the word cognatus,
―meaning ‗born together, kindred, related, from the same stock‘‖ (Johnston, 1939, p. 4).
Consequently, today the English word cognate finds pairings in the Romance languages:
cognado in Spanish, cognato in Portuguese, cognat in Catalan. The phonologic and orthographic
similarities among these five words can be attributed to the fact that English, Spanish,
Portuguese, and Catalan all base a significant portion of their respective lexicons on Latin.
Indeed, cognatus, cognate, cognado, cognato, and cognat are etymologic cognates. In other
words, they were ―born together.‖ Throughout time, the words‘ pronunciations and spellings
diverged from each other in their respective languages. Each word has undergone what has been
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aptly described as a ―phonetic erosion‖ (González, 2000, p. 293) from Latin. However, these
words have not diverged enough as to be indistinguishable from each other. On the contrary,
they fit a common linguistic definition of cognate: ―items of vocabulary in two language which
have the same roots and can be recognized as such‖ (Holmes & Ramos, 1993, p. 88).
Despite Holmes and Ramos‘ concrete definition, challenges arise in defining what a
cognate is. With a careful analysis of a variety of so-called cognates, it becomes apparent that a
variety of linguistic features must be considered. According to Holmes and Ramos‘ definition,
words must meet two criteria in order to be labeled cognates, one being etymologic and the other
being a more opaque notion of recognizability. Whereas finding common root words is for the
most part straightforward, determining if these words can be easily recognized as being from the
same root word, or at least be recognized as similar, is more complicated. All the first task
requires is a good dictionary; the second task, however, is contingent on a person‘s ability to
perceive. How then can a person perceive a word as being similar? The answer involves the
similarities of word features, including semantics, orthography, and phonology. That is, a
person‘s ability to perceive cognates‘ similarities is contingent upon how closely the words are
alike with regard to their meanings and their written and spoken forms. In addition to etymology,
these linguistic features comprise four common characteristics used to define cognates in
cognate-related research: etymology, semantics, orthography, and phonology.
―Whitely (2002) defines cognates as words that have similar meaning, spelling and form,
and have been inherited from the same ancestor language‖ (Malabonga et al., 2008, p. 496). Not
only do cognates share these different characteristics, but also the degrees to which these
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characteristics are similar vary. ―The extent to which cognate relationships are perceived is
related to the degree of semantic, orthographic, and phonological overlap they share‖ (August et
al., 2005, p. 52). Additionally, there arises a distinction regarding cognates made between
researchers whose theoretical framework is in psycholinguistics and researchers whose
theoretical framework is in linguistics. ―In the psycholinguistic literature, cognates are often
defined as words that share aspects of spelling, sound, and meaning across languages. . . . In
linguistics, cognates are often defined as words that share a common etymological origin‖
(Sunderman & Schwartz, 2008, p. 527).
Psycholinguistic researchers eschew etymology in favor of perception. That is, their
primary concern is to determine which words people perceive as cognates rather than which
words actually share a root word. The focus on similarities of semantics, orthography, and
phonology rather than etymology in psycholinguistics is evidence of a move among researchers
toward viewing cognates as a more practical tool for language learners. When language learners
use cognates as a tool, mindfulness of similarities and differences becomes paramount, but the
story behind these similarities and differences (i.e., the etymological history) is inconsequential.
In another approach to labeling cognates, Carroll (1992) asserts that not only is
etymologic similarity not a requirement for cognates but neither is semantic similarity. She does,
however, maintain the psycholinguistic approach in that the focus is on structure and
resemblance. Her point is that people recognize cognate pairs as being similar based on form
regardless of semantics. In other words, even if a cognate pair is composed of words that are
semantically different, students will see their orthographic and phonologic similarities and make
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a connection. A cognate pair can be semantically the same or semantically different. Carroll is
concerned with the process of cognate-pairing done by students. She describes cognate-paring as
―a form of lexical recognition, wherein L1 addresses are activated by L2 stimuli‖ (pp. 95–96).
Carroll lists four essential properties of a cognate. These four essential properties require that the
word has (1) structural units such as sound, morphemes, and syntax, (2) "the units paired are
always words" (p. 94); (3) "words paired in the learner's interlanguage may have but do not
require semantic identity in the L1 and target L2" (p. 94); and (4) "there is always some kind of
formal resemblance between the words paired" (p. 94). Carroll‘s properties, like the definitions
of other researchers, are vague in terms of formal resemblance of words, but she goes on to cite
research describing the audio and visual cues necessary in order to perceive similarities,
particularly the Cohort Model, a psycholinguistic approach which is beyond the scope of this
study.
When examining the similarities between cognate pairs, however, it becomes evident that
semantics is in fact important. Orthographic and phonological similarities can be deceptive if the
words‘ meanings are different. For example, in English embarrassed means ―self-conscious
discomfort,‖ whereas in Spanish, embarazada, a word that clearly looks like embarrassed,
means ―pregnant.‖ Discrepancies evident in cognate pairs such as embarrassed/embarazada
have led to the term false cognates to denote semantic dissimilarity (and, conversely, true
cognates to denote semantic similarity). Unfortunately, there is no consensus among researchers
as to what constitutes a false cognate and a true cognate. Definitions vary widely. The
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differences rely mainly on the importance that a researcher places on the three foundational
aspects of knowing a word: form, meaning, and use.
With regard to false cognates, a conservative interpretation would lead to labeling words
as false cognates if they (1) shared a similar form but (2) varied in meaning and/or use, whereas
a more liberal approach would label words as false cognates if they (1) shared a similar form but
(2) varied in meaning regardless of use. The key difference is that in the conservative
interpretation, although a word might be similar in form and meaning, if it is different in use,
then the word is a false cognate. For example, positive/positivo share the same meaning, but they
have different uses. In English, the word positive is frequently used for, among other things,
conveying certainty: Are you sure? Yes. Positive. On the other hand, in Spanish, positivo is not
frequently used to convey certainty; instead, in this context seguro is used. Based on a
conservative interpretation of false cognates, Hamel (2004) and other researchers have labeled
positive/positivo as a false cognate pair. They have made this decision despite the fact that in
many contexts, positive/positivo can be translated exactly: ―Ella tiene una actitud positiva‖
translates as ―She has a positive attitude‖ (Woods & Stovall, 2005, pp. 123–124). Labeling
words as false cognates based on variations in use rather than just variations in meaning might be
extreme; in fact, most researchers label positive/positivo as a true cognate pair. The question
might be then whether the semantic overlap of positive/positivo is great enough to be of
assistance rather than of impedance to SSELLs. There is no consensus.
Also representing the more conservative approach to false cognates, Chamizo
Dóminguez and Nerlich (2002) list multiple ways in which words might be used differently and
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thus be rendered as what they term a ―false friend,‖ i.e., false cognate. Chamizo Dóminguez and
Nerlich‘s focus is on the figurative uses of words. A few of these figurative uses include (1)
metaphors, e.g., in Spanish camello can be used both literally to describe a camel or figuratively
to describe a drug pusher, whereas in English camel cannot be used in this figurative sense (p.
1839); (2) metonymies, e.g., in French bagne can be used both literally to describe a bathroom or
figuratively to describe a prison, whereas in Spanish baño cannot be used in this figurative sense
(p. 1840); (3) euphemisms, e.g., in Spanish regular can be used both literally to describe
something as normal or euphemistically to describe something as mediocre or bad, whereas in
English regular cannot be used in this euphemistic sense (pp. 1842–1843); and (4) idioms, e.g.,
in Spanish radio can be used literally to describe a type of appliance, but when combined with
the word macutazo (forming radio macuto) radio is used idiomatically to describe unwarranted
rumors, whereas in English radio cannot be used in such an idiom (pp. 1846–1847). ―There are
numerous words, which are not false friends at all when they are considered in isolation, but
which become false friends when they a part of an idiom‖ (p. 1845).
A problem with labeling word pairs as false cognates based on their use, including their
idiomatic uses, is that most, if not all, words vary in use among languages even if they share the
same meaning. A conservative interpretation of false cognates seems extreme. After all,
researchers do agree that a cognate pair does not have to be 100% similar orthographically and
phonologically, so why would it have to be 100% similar semantically? In fact, a conservative
interpretation of false cognates is outside the mainstream. Although a conservative interpretation
might label positive/positivo as a false cognate pair, the majority of researchers would almost
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certainly label positive/positivo as a true cognate pair. The problem is that the line—separating
cognate pairs that are semantically similar most of the time and cognate pairs that are
semantically dissimilar most of the time—cannot be easily operationalized.

Cognates, Polysemes, and Homonyms
The problem of determining how aspects of knowing a word (i.e., form, meaning, and
use) should be used to label a word pair as a true cognate or false cognate is compounded by the
fact that words can have multiple meanings. In fact, many of the AWL words are polysemes,
individual words that have multiple related meanings. The important thing to note here is that the
meanings in a polyseme, though they might be used in different contexts and do not correspond
in meaning 100%, are in fact related in meaning.
The word area, for example, has four related meanings. First, area is most commonly
used to describe ―a part of a town, a country or the world: Housing is very expensive in the San
Francisco area‖ (Jewell & Abate, 2010, p. 37). Second, area describes ―the size of a surface,
which you can calculate by multiplying the length by the width: The area of the office is 150
square feet‖ (Jewell & Abate, 2010, p. 37). Third, area describes ―a space used for a particular
activity: I’d rather sit in the nonsmoking area‖ (Jewell & Abate, 2010, p. 38). Fourth, area
describes a particular part of a subject or activity: Training is one area of the business that we
could improve‖ (Jewell & Abate, 2010, p. 38).
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In most cases, polysemes are the result of a root word that has evolved through the years
by accumulating more uses related to the original meaning. The word area, for example, is
derived from the Latin root word ārea, meaning ―vacant piece of level ground, threshing-floor‖
(Onions, Friedrichsen, & Burchfield, 1966, p. 49). Even though the Latin word ārea is similar in
meaning and nearly identical in form to the English word area (the only difference in form is
that the Latin word contains a macron, i.e., a line marking a long vowel sound), ārea has had
more than a millennium to accrue new, related uses as it has been used in an increasingly diverse
variety of contexts. That the word has not diverged too far from its original meaning while at the
same time has diversified its use makes it a polyseme.
On the other hand, some of the AWL words are homonyms. Whereas a polyseme is a
word that has multiple related meanings, a homonym is a group of unrelated words that share
one form. For example, consider how dissimilar contract is in the following three sentences. (1)
The company signed the contract, (2) His biceps would contract as he lifted weights, and (3) I
got a vaccine so I would not contract the virus. In the first sentence, contract means ―a written
agreement‖; in the second sentence, contract means ―to decrease in size‖; and in the third
sentence, contract means ―to catch a disease‖ (Ming-Tzu & Nation, 2004). In fact, contract is
not one word but three words that share the same orthography. Take, for example, the words
their, there, and they’re. Are these the same words? Of course not. In fact, like contract, they are
types of homonyms. As homonyms, the only difference between the words they’re, their, there,
and the word contract is that the former words are spelled differently (i.e., heterograph) and the
latter words are spelled the same (i.e., homograph).
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Ming-Tzu and Nation (2004) demonstrated that the AWL has few homographs, i.e., a
type of homonym whose words share the same spelling but not necessarily the same
pronunciation (e.g., contract or issue). Using the New Oxford Dictionary of English (1998) and a
scale to determine the degree to which a word‘s meanings were related semantically, they found
that only 60 of the 570 AWL words contained homographs, 21 of which occurred frequently
throughout the academic text-based corpus used in the AWL study. (See Table 1.) Since their
basis of analysis—the Academic Word List—was based on a written corpus, they logically
choose to focus on homographs as opposed to other types of homonyms.

Table 1: Homograph Example
issue

Meaning 1
Meaning 2

an important topic
the action of flowing or
producing

Note: This table is an excerpt from Ming-Tzu and Nation‘s (2004) table of 21 common AWL
homographs.

Polysemes and homographs are frequently confused one for the other. Although there is a
clear distinction between the way the two words are defined, it should be noted that polysemes
and homographs are on a semantic continuum that can be blurred by shades of gray. There is not
always a consensus as to what constitutes a polyseme as opposed to a homograph. Ming-Tzu and
Nation (2004) observed that ―some dictionary makers tend to distinguish meanings and thus
move towards the homography end of the scale. Language teachers tend to show how meanings
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are related and how knowing one can help understand the other and thus they tend to move
towards the polysemy end of the scale when dealing with different uses of a word‖ (p. 295). This
contrast is befitting of the needs these professions fulfill. Indeed, it is the dictionary makers‘ job
to organize as many forms, meanings, and uses of words as possible, providing readers with a
comprehensive reference; it is the teachers‘ job to spend only as much time as necessary on a
vocabulary word, presenting only the information that the language learner needs at that
moment.
Why are polysemes and homographs important with regard to cognates? If a word is a
homonym, then perhaps one of its meanings translates as a true cognate but another one of its
meanings translates as a false cognate. For example, the English word sole is a homonym with
two meanings: (1) one and (2) the bottom of a foot. Although sole translates into Spanish as solo
when it means ―one,‖ it does not translate into solo when it means ―the bottom of a foot.‖ In
other words, sole/solo is both a true cognate and a false cognate. In this study, the term to
describe this phenomenon is partial cognate. Therefore, sole/solo is in fact a partial cognate pair.
Since a polyseme‘s meanings are related, polysemes have been described as each having
one underlying meaning. Visser (1983) refers to this meaning as a core meaning, and Ming-Tzu
& Nation (2004) refer to this meaning as a base meaning. Although there are nuances among a
polyseme‘s related meanings, the similarities trump the differences (e.g., the various related
meanings of the word area). Therefore, since the majority of AWL words are polysemes rather
than homographs, it is appropriate to conclude that the majority of AWL words each have one
core meaning. On the other hand, when a word is a homograph, it has multiple core meanings.
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Therefore, the AWL has 60 words with multiple core meanings (Ming-Tzu & Nation, 2004).
With homographs, it is necessary to compare all core meanings in cognate pairs. For the purpose
of this study, the semantic focus will be on each cognate pair‘s core meanings. However, there
are still a variety of other cognate features to consider.

Six Features of Cognates
The pattern that emerges from research on cognates illustrates that a variety of linguistic
features are important. These features include etymologic similarities, semantic similarities,
syntactic similarities, morphologic similarities, orthographic similarities, and phonologic
similarities. Based on a variety of cognate literature cited throughout this study, the following list
of cognate features has been compiled for the purpose of the current study.
1.

Cognate etymology compares the histories of words in cognate pair. This shared history
is commonly in the form of a root word, but could also be as a result of a loanword. The
words in an etymological cognate pair could be semantically similar or semantically
different, depending on the ways the words have changed over time in their respective
languages. For example, educate in English and educar in Spanish share the Latin root
word educare, and they also share similar meanings. Conversely, sensible in English and
sensible in Spanish share the Latin root word sensibilis, but in English sensible means
―rational‖ whereas sensible in Spanish means ―sensitive.‖ Sharing a root word is not the
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only way cognate pairs are formed. Another way is through loanwords (e.g.,
Internet/Internet).
2.

Cognate semantics analyzes the degree to which cognate pairs are similar in meaning.
First, the cognate pair could share one or more core meanings and be considered a true
cognate (e.g., visual/visual). Second, the cognate pair could share one core meaning but
not another and be considered a partial cognate (e.g., prior/prior). Finally, the cognate
pair could share no core meanings and be considered a false cognate (e.g.,
commodity/comodidad).

3.

Cognate syntax analyzes the degree to which cognate pairs‘ word forms share parts of
speech. For example, regarding the true cognate pair exceed/exceder, both the English
word exceed and the Spanish word exceder are verbs. On the other hand, in English
exhibit can be a noun or verb; however, its Spanish translation includes two different
word forms depending on part of speech: exhibición (noun) and exhibir (verb). Similarly,
regarding the true cognate pair construct/construir, the English word construct can be
either a verb or a noun; however, while the Spanish word construir can be a verb, it
cannot be a noun. Therefore, exceed/exceder correspond semantically 100%, but both
exhibit/exhibición and exhibir as well as construct/construir do not.

4.

Cognate morphology analyzes the degree to which cognate pairs share morphemes (i.e.,
word parts). Many of these shared morphemes are etymologically similar and, as a result,
have one or more corresponding morphemes. For example, with the true cognate pair
communication/comunicación, the English word communication (com-, uni, -tion) and
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the Spanish word in comunicación (com-, uni, -ción) share similar morphemes. A
morpheme might be orthographically identical (e.g., com-/com-) or orthographically
different (-tion/-ción).
5.

Cognate orthography analyzes the degree to which cognate pairs share spelling
similarities. The degree to which a cognate is orthographically similar varies, depending
on the spelling of the words. The spelling might be exactly the same (e.g., factor/factor)
or different, and the degree to which the spelling is different can range widely: from one
letter (e.g., conflict/conflicto) to multiple letters and accent marks (e.g., physical/físico).

6.

Cognate phonology analyzes the degree to which cognate pairs share pronunciation
similarities. Again, this phonological overlap can vary. Compare legal [ˈligəl] and legal
[lejˈgɑ l], process [ˈprɑ sɛ s] and proceso [proˈseso], and promote [prəˈmoʊ t] and
promover [promuˈvejɹ ].

Now the question is whether a word has to meet a certain percentage of each feature in order to
be labeled as a cognate. It is difficult to determine to what extent each feature of a word pair
needs to be similar in order for that word pair to be considered a cognate. Traditional linguistics
researchers only require that word pairs share a common etymology, which has evolved into
some degree of orthographic and phonologic similarity (e.g., Johnston, 1939). Psycholinguist
researchers require that there be enough orthographic similarity as to be recognizable to language
learners (e.g., Friel and Kennison, 2001). The concept of similarity, however, is imprecise. Do
cognate pairs have to overlap semantically 100% of the time (i.e., in all contexts) in order to be a
true cognate, or if they only overlap semantically 90% of the time, then does this fact make them
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partial cognates? Is there a semantic cut-off point, say 50%, where a partial cognate crosses over
the realm into a true cognate? In fact, it is neither possible nor time worthy to somehow calculate
the percentage of time that cognate pairs overlap semantically. Few cognate pairs share 100%
orthographic similarities, and perhaps very few if any cognate pairs share 100% phonological
similarities; therefore, there is no reason to expect cognate pairs to share 100% semantic
similarities. Again, however, researchers have not come to a consensus with regard to these
issues (Carroll, 1992; Chamizo Dóminguez & Nerlich, 2002; Friel & Kennison, 2001; Hamel,
2004; Johnston, 1939; Sunderman & Schwartz, 2008).
Unfortunately, the complexities in labeling a word as a cognate are compounded by the
fact that, though a word might be similar semantically, orthographically, and phonologically, it
might not collocate the same or occur at the same frequency in the two languages. That is,
although the meaning might be the same, the uses are different. For example, the adjective-noun
word order in English (e.g., false cognate) translates into the noun-adjective word order in
Spanish (e.g., cognato falso). Regarding differences in frequency across languages, one example
is the word infirm, which is only occasionally used in English, but in Spanish its structural
equivalent enfermo is semantically the equivalent of the more prevalent ―sick‖ in English.
Another example is the cognate pair explicate/explicar, with a core meaning of ―to explain‖;
explicate in English is usually used for poetry (e.g., explicate a poem), but its translation explicar
is a very high frequency word in Spanish. Though the two words‘ origin might be the same, they
have diverged overtime to the point where ―the degree of semantic overlap‖ (Holmes & Ramos,
1993) varies enough to cause possible confusion.
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The most important teaching/learning point seems to be that cognate pairs‘ semantic,
orthographic, and phonologic similarities are great enough as to be easily recognizable, albeit
sometimes with metalinguistic help (i.e., cognate word lists), to ELLs and their instructors. A
Spanish speaker need not pronounce or spell acquire and adquirir exactly the same way to hear
or to see their similarities. (See Caplan-Carbin, 1995, for a discussion of training Englishspeaking learners to recognize German cognates that are not initially recognizable by simple
orthographic cues, e.g., Vater for father.)

Three Types of Cognates

What emerges from any study of cognates between languages then is a list of types of
cognates, depending on the words‘ features. Previous lists of types of cognates have varied in
length, not only the simplest of which would include the more obvious one (i.e. cognate) or two
(i.e., true cognate and false cognate), but a more complex list in which as many as seven cognate
types are identified (Lado, 1957, p. 82).
The following is not meant to be a definitive list of cognate types; instead, the categories
have been compiled insofar that each one would assist in furthering the current study. The list is
not comprehensive. Indeed, in order to operationalize cognates, it was necessary to simplify them
into three categories: true cognates, partial cognates, and false cognates. A fourth category, i.e.,
non-cognates, was added in order to account for the AWL words that did not fit the criteria for
one of the three types of cognates.
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1.

True Cognates
Do not need to be related (1) etymologically, and they do not need to be perfect matches
(2) semantically, (3) syntactically, (4) morphologically, (5) orthographically, or (6)
phonologically.
Do need to have noticeably similar features.
Do need to share one or more core meanings.
e.g.,

2.

create/crear (verb) core meaning: to produce

Partial Cognates
Do not need to be related (1) etymologically, and they do not need to be perfect matches
(2) semantically, (3) syntactically, (4) morphologically, (5) orthographically, or (6)
phonologically.
Do need to have noticeably similar features.
Do need to share one or more core meanings.
Do need to have one or more dissimilar core meanings.
e.g.,

sole/solo (adjective) core meaning #1: one
sole (noun) core meaning #2: bottom of foot
solo (noun) core meaning #2: N/A
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3.

False Cognates
Do not need to be related (1) etymologically, and they do not need to be perfect matches
(2) semantically, (3) syntactically, (4) morphologically, (5) orthographically, or (6)
phonologically.
Do need to have noticeably similar features.
Do not share core meanings.
e.g.,

allocate (verb) core meaning: to designate
alocar (verb) core meaning: to drive insane

4.

Non-cognates
Do not meet the requirements for (1) true cognates, (2) partial cognates, or (3) false
cognates.
e.g.,

team/equipo

Such operalization of cognates provides researchers with checklists of what word pairs do and do
not require in order to be considered one of three types of cognates. To determine whether or not
cognate pairs have noticeably similar features, there are a range of bilingual, monolingual, and
cognate dictionaries.

English-Spanish Cognate Lists
Although cognates can be encountered incidentally in dictionaries, perhaps the most
expedient way for an ELL to accumulate vocabulary through the use of cognates is to reference a
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cognate-specific word lists in order to gain awareness of these words. English-Spanish cognates
have been compiled in a variety of lists, including in English-Spanish cognate dictionaries
(Hamel, 2004; Rotavista, 2008; Thomas et al., 2005; Woods & Stovall, 2004), websites (Free
Dictionary, 2010; SpanishDict, 2010), and formal research (Johnston, 1939; Schwartz, Kroll, &
Diaz, 2007). The methodology of the current study in many ways resembles the methodology of
one of the earliest English-Spanish cognate lists compiled (Johnston, 1939), in that the methods
in both the Johnston study and the current study include selecting a corpus, using multiple
dictionaries to collect data, and cross-referencing data from those dictionaries in order to compile
four lists.
The Johnston list was meant as a tool for English and Spanish instructors. Her corpus
included ―words of each language which are most needed in the first years of the beginner‘s
work, whether in high school or college‖ (p. 6). Limiting her criteria of the identification of
cognates pairs to etymological similarities, Johnston consulted primarily four Spanish
dictionaries in order to determine the etymology of the words on the Spanish list and consulted
primarily one English dictionary in order to determine the history of the words on the English
list. Additional sources such as etymological dictionaries were consulted when necessary.
Through finding and comparing the etymology of English and Spanish words, Johnston was able
to identify a ―relating word‖ (i.e., root word) common to both languages for each cognate pair.
For example, the relating word for the cognate pair communication/communicación is the Latin
word communicatio. Consequently, words determined not to be cognates were removed from the
list, and ultimately, Johnston‘s doctoral thesis contains a total of four lists. Each list contains
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similar results (i.e., the English and Spanish words and, in two lists, their relating root words),
but the lists are organized differently. They vary based on English-Spanish language order and
word frequency.
1.

―Spanish-English Cognates Derived from Latin‖ (pp. 35–89). Containing three
columns—first, the Spanish word (e.g., abrazar); second, its etymological English
cognate pair (e.g., embrace); and third, the ―relating word‖ (e.g., brachium)—the list is
organized alphabetically by Spanish words.

2.

―English-Spanish Cognates Derived from Latin‖ (pp. 91–145). Containing three columns,
the list is a reorganization of the content of the list ―Spanish-English Cognates Derived
from Latin,‖ alphabetized instead according to the English word rather than the Spanish
word.

3.

―Spanish-English Cognates of the Same Frequency Arranged for the Use of the Teacher
of Spanish‖ (pp. 156–163). Six sublists divide the words by frequency, and in each list,
cognate pairs are alphabetized according to the Spanish words. Relating words are not
included.

4.

―English-Spanish Cognates of the Same Frequency Arranged for the Use of the Teacher
of English‖ (pp. 164–171). It is a reorganization of the list ―Spanish-English Cognates of
the Same Frequency Arranged for the Use of the Teacher of Spanish,‖ with each sublist
alphabetized according to the English word rather than the Spanish word. Relating words
are not included.
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It is important to note that that the approach of defining English-Spanish cognate pairs solely
etymologically has limitations. First, although the cognate pair embrace/abrazar shares the same
―relating word‖ (i.e., brachium), the relationship could prove negligible if the forms vary so
much as to be unhelpful to the average language learner either as a tool to learn the word, as the
Johnston lists intend, or as a word meant to be identifiable to the learner based on form and
context alone rather than prior exposure to the word. Caplan-Carbin (1995) has, however,
discussed strategies to help language learners improve their ability to recognize two seemingly
different forms between languages; in her study, she utilized a phoneme relationship key that
functioned as an ―orthographic code breaker‖ for English-speaking German language learners.
To this end, Johnston has also created a relationship key, documenting the parallels between
otherwise dissimilar English and Spanish letters, e.g., the English f and Spanish p in father/padre
and for/por (p. 28).
Second, a similarity in form does not always correspond with a similarity in meaning;
that is, the Johnston lists are not without false cognates. Although Johnston mentions and takes
measures to avoid this problem (by adding an asterisk beside false cognates), not all false
cognates are identified as such. For example, the Johnston word lists contain the word
actual/actual, a truly misleading word considering its English-Spanish cognate pair is identical
orthographically, similar phonologically, but completely different in meaning. In English, the
word actual means ―real,‖ whereas in Spanish, actual means ―the present.‖ Another example of a
false cognate pair on the Johnston list is record/recordar, meaning ―to remember‖ in Spanish but
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not English. The inclusion of false cognates on a presumably true cognate list might defeat the
purpose of a true cognate list, misleading language learners at the onset of acquisition.
The vast number of English-Spanish cognates, by one estimate 20,000 words
(Montelongo et al., 2009), has resulted in many English-Spanish cognate lists. These lists range
from websites to reference books and formal research. The Johnston (1939) list has been given
special attention in this section due to the fact that the procedure in compiling the lists has some
similarities with the procedure of the current study. Although her study and this study differ in
how they operationalized cognate, both studies used multiple dictionaries in order to determine
the cognate status of a word, and organized cognate lists. To the extent that her procedure helped
to influence this study‘s procedure, the contribution of her research is considerable.

Cognate Awareness
So far this literature review has focused on researchers‘ operalizations of cognates
without much focus on how learners interact with cognates. In fact, researchers‘ identification of
cognates is only the first step in many cognate research studies. The second step is to test ELLs‘
ability to identify the cognates in English. Researchers are concerned with the cognate
awareness (CA) of the ELLs. CA ―is the perception or knowledge that helps individuals
recognize the relationship between an unfamiliar word in one language and a familiar word in
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another, and thus understand the meaning of the unfamiliar word‖ (Malabonga, Kenyon, Carlo,
August, & Louguit, 2008, p. 496).
CA can be categorized as having two types: intrinsic cognate awareness (ICA) and
evoked cognate awareness (ECA). First, ICA refers to learners‘ ability to identify cognates
without the assistance of EVF. For instance, a group of 41 English-speaking university students
of varying Spanish proficiency was able to identify the orthographically identical nature of
English-Spanish cognates such as natural/natural without necessarily ever having before seen
the Spanish word natural. The phenomena of ICA, although heretofore (i.e., before the current
study) not labeled as such is substantiated by research in which learners were able to use ICA to
their advantage (Montelongo, Hernández, & Herter, 2009).
Second, ECA also refers to learners‘ ability to identify cognates, but ECA differs from
ICA in that identification of these cognates must be evoked by EVF. In other words, learners are
able to identify cognates only after they have been taught the similarities between languages. The
existence of ECA, although heretofore not labeled as such, has been observed in research in
which learners were able to apply ECA to their advantage (Caplan-Carbin, 1995).
The more closely akin cognates are in form, the more likely it is that students possess
ICA; on the contrary, as the similarities‘ between cognate forms decrease, the students‘ ICA of
these cognates decrease (Montelongo, Hernández, & Herter, 2009; Schwartz, Kroll, & Diaz,
2007). Montelongo et al. described an initial letter effect, in which the sooner there were
dissimilarities between words in a cognate pair, the more likely it was that participants would
rate the words as dissimilar and, consequently, the less likely they would be to have ICA of the
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words‘ cognate nature. These research findings could be helpful to teachers who are interested in
EVF of cognates, since the teachers might now consider beginning ECA by focusing on the
initial-letter dissimilarities between cognate pairs.
When the similarities between cognate forms are few and ICA is nonexistent, EVF can
fill in the gap. One way to create ECA is through the instruction of morphemes that correspond
between languages (Caplain-Carbin, 1995). There are many corresponding suffixes between
English and Spanish, and with a code breaker, the suffixes in morphologically similar cognates
can in fact serve as a helpful tool to both English and Spanish language learners. (Table 2, an
excerpt from Rotavista [2008], is an example of an orthographic code breaker.)

Table 2: Morphological Cognates
English Suffixes

English Words

Spanish Suffixes

Spanish Words

-ate

fumigate

-gar

fumigar

-ate

negated

-ado

negado

-tion

communication

-ción

comunicación

This table was adapted from Rotavista (2008, p. vi).

Researchers have recommended using EVF of cognates in numerous languages as an
effective vocabulary learning strategy (Caplan-Carbin, 1995; Daulton, 1998; Malabonga,
Kenyon, Carlo, August, & Louguit, 2008). To put it simply, ―students should be made aware of
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the loanword (and cognate, in general) resources they possess‖ (Daulton, p. 10). In this regard,
SSELLs possess a bounty of resources. Since the number of Spanish cognates in the English
language has been estimated to be 20,000 words (Montelongo et al., 2009), SSELLs clearly have
a distinct advantage over learners whose L1s are not Romance languages. The number of
cognates shared by English and, say, Arabic is substantially smaller given these two languages‘
disparate etymologies. On the other hand, the number of cognates shared by English and Spanish
has led to a substantial number of ―free words‖ for SSELLs and English-speaking Spanish
language learners alike. It is prudent for SSELLs to take advantage of these free words through
the use of cognate strategies. The common sense nature of teaching with the aid of cognates has
even been applied to accessing skills such as math (Gomez, 2010). Gomez has proposed using
English-Spanish cognates as a scaffolding tool for Spanish L1 children studying math in English.
When learners lack an adequate amount of knowledge of cognates, they can be misled
into erroneous inferences based on negative transfer. Holmes and Ramos (1993) found that
Portuguese L1 beginning ELLs would frequently confuse the parts of speech of cognates. The
researchers gave the following examples: a student translated the English word corrupt into the
Portuguese equivalent of the word form ―corruption,‖ and another student translated the English
phrase the President governed into the Portuguese equivalent of the phrase ―the President‘s
government‖ (p. 92). EVF of cognates is available to try to prevent or at least to understand such
mistakes.
A variety of instruments have been used to measure language learners and bilinguals‘
CA. Among others, these instruments include the Cognate Awareness Test (August, Kenyon,
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Malabonga, Louguit, Caglarcan, & Carlo, 2001; August, Carlo, & Calderon, 2005; Malabonga et
al., 2008), Phonological Similarity Rating (Schwartz, Kroll, & Diaz, 2007), Semantic
Verification Task (Schwartz, Yeh, & Shaw, 2008), Similarity-Rating Technique (Friel &
Kennison, 2001), and Word Fill-in (Daulton, 1998). Despite the empirical nature of these
instruments, Holmes and Ramos (1993) have noted the subjective nature of learners‘ definition
of a cognate. For learners, cognates are ―personal, with some subjects inclined to be more liberal
than others in admitting a word as a cognate‖ (p. 89).
Unlike CA studies, however, the current study is not concerned with a procedure of
determining students‘ ICA or ECA but, instead, with a procedure of labeling cognates based on
numerous researchers‘ operalizations of the phenomenon. Nevertheless, CA is important to this
study insofar as CA research has implications for how the product of this study might be used.
With awareness of ICA and ECA as well as cognates and non-cognates, there is a more
comprehensive illustration of cognates and how they might be applied to EVF. Still, first, the
cognate and non-cognate lists need to be produced.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the current study was to determine the amount of English-Spanish
cognates on the AWL. In order to achieve this purpose, the procedure included a series of seven
steps. These steps included using multiple cognate dictionaries in order to reorganize the AWL
so that English-Spanish true cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates could
be categorized accordingly. In some respects, the method resembled the Johnston (1939) study,
since in both the Johnston study and the current study, a corpus was selected and multiple
dictionaries were consulted in order to compile lists of English-Spanish cognates. There were,
however, key differences between the two studies. Although modeled after Johnston‘s
description of her data collection, the instrument that was used in the current study was created
especially for this study and, presumably, bears little or no resemblance to Johnston‘s instrument,
which was not included in her final doctoral thesis. Additionally, unlike the Johnston study, the
current study did not concern itself with etymology, focusing instead on word form and meaning.
Consequently, the this study‘s final word lists should be free of false cognates erroneously
labeled as true cognates, avoiding an error evident in the Johnston study‘s word lists.
Although a future study might concern itself with human participants‘ abilities to identify
AWL English-Spanish cognates, in the current study it was unnecessary to have human
participants. Since the purpose of this study was not to identify students‘ perception of cognates
but rather to create English-Spanish cognates lists to be used as a tool for ICA and ECA
purposes, the use of dictionaries was sufficient to complete this task.
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Procedure
To what extent do the 570 headwords in the AWL consist of English-Spanish true
cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates?
1.

Collected data. The collection involved looking up all 570 AWL headwords in the
following four English-Spanish cognate dictionaries:
a.

Comprehensive Bilingual Dictionary of Spanish False Cognates/Gran
Diccionario Bilingue de Falsos Amigos del Inglés (Hamel, 2004)

b.

English-Spanish Cognates Lexicon/Lexico de Cognados Ingles-Español.
(Rotavista, 2008)

c.

The Big Red Book of Spanish Vocabulary (Thomas, Nash, Thomas, & Richmond,
2005)

d.

Spanish-English Cognates/Los Cognados Españoles-Ingleses (Woods & Stovall,
2005)

Brief descriptions of these sources are included at the end of Chapter Three, under the
subheading Description of Sources.
The Data Collection Instrument included all 570 AWL headwords and totaled 114
pages. Each page included one table with six rows and seven columns. The first row
included headings for quick reference of sources (i.e., the authors and dates of publication
of the dictionaries), and the subsequent rows included a total of five AWL headwords.
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All columns provided space to record information about the AWL headwords from their
respective rows. (For a sample of the Data Collection Instrument, see Tables 3 and 4.)
Column one: An AWL word was listed in each row and a space was available to
record the Spanish translation according to The University of Chicago Spanish-English
and Spanish-English Dictionary/Universidad de Chicago Diccionario Inglés-Español y
Español-Inglés (Castillo & Bond, 1987).
Columns two to five: Each column provided space to record information from one
of the four different English-Spanish cognate dictionaries about each row‘s respective
AWL word.
Column six: Space was available to record comments regarding the data collected
in columns one to five as well as information gathered from the additional resources (i.e.,
online bilingual dictionary and online monolingual Spanish dictionary) in step three.
Column seven: The status of each AWL word was recorded here. Based on how
cognate has been operationalized in this study, the status was one of the following four:
true cognate, false cognate, partial cognate, or non-cognate.
2.

Compared data. The final determination of whether a word was a true cognate, false
cognate, partial cognate, or non-cognate was based on the comparison of the data
collected from the four English-Spanish cognate dictionaries. Not all of the cognate
dictionaries agreed with each other. One dictionary might have omitted a word that had
been cited in the other three dictionaries. Furthermore, what one dictionary labeled a
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cognate, another dictionary might have labeled a partial cognate, and yet another
dictionary might have labeled a false cognate.
3.

Consulted additional resources. In the process of collecting data, it became evident that
many words were difficult to label based solely on the information gathered from the
bilingual dictionary and four cognate dictionaries. Some words were clearly
orthographically similar and yet were absent from all four cognate dictionaries; some
words were listed in the cognate dictionaries but lacked accompanying definitions;
therefore, it was unclear whether or not these words were semantically similar. The
information provided by the cognate dictionaries was simply inadequate. For instance,
the word pair analogy/analogía appears nowhere in the four cognate dictionaries. In these
cases, it was necessary to consult two additional resources: SpanishDict (2010) and Free
Dictionary (2010). These two online dictionaries provided definitions, synonyms, and
context that clarified the semantic nature of the words.

4.

Operationalized cognate. After looking up all 570 AWL words in the cognate
dictionaries, it was necessary to operationalize true cognate, partial cognate, false
cognate, and non-cognate. Once these terms were operationalized, then it was possible to
go back through the Data Collection Instrument and, based on the information contained
there, assign labels (i.e., true cognate, partial cognate, false cognate, and non-cognate) to
all 570 AWL words. (See Types of Cognates in Chapter Two to review how the different
types of cognates were operationalized.)
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5.

Compared cognates and homographs. Ming-Tzu and Nation (2004) were consulted,
and for the 70 homographs on the AWL, the dictionaries from steps one and three were
again consulted in order to determine whether or not the Spanish cognates shared all of
the same meanings as the English words.

6.

Labeled each word. Based on the compared data, each of the 570 AWL words was
labeled as a true cognate, false cognate, partial cognate, or non-cognate. Although the
appropriateness of each label was based on multiple sources, in the end, final
categorization of each word was left up to the discretion of the researcher.

7.

Compiled cognate lists. Once each word had been labeled, the task was to separate the
words according to their labels, thus resulting in the creation of four distinct lists: an
English-Spanish true cognate list, an English-Spanish false cognate list, an EnglishSpanish partial cognate list, and an English-Spanish non-cognate list. The four lists
totaled 570 words, the sum of the AWL.
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Table 3: Sample Page from Data Collection Instrument (Blank)
AWL Word
Coxhead
(2000);
Castillo &
Bond (1987)

1
Hamel
(2004)

2
Rotavista
(2008)

3
Thomas et
al. (2005)

4
Woods &
Stovall
(2005)

acquire

T F

T F

T F

T F

adapt

T F

T F

T F

T F

adequete

T F

T F

T F

T F

adjacent

T F

T F

T F

T F
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Comments

Status

Table 4: Sample Page from Data Collection Instrument
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Dictionary Sources
The following is a list of the seven sources that were consulted in this study‘s procedure.
The sources included (1) an English-Spanish bilingual dictionary (Castillo & Bond, 1987); (2)
four English-Spanish cognate dictionaries (Hamel, 2004; Rotavista, 2008; Thomas et al., 2005;
Woods & Stovall, 2004); (3) an online English-Spanish bilingual dictionary (SpanishDict, 2010);
and (4) an online Spanish monolingual dictionary (Free Dictionary, 2010).
In order to determine the cognate status of AWL words, information from these sources
was recorded on the Data Collection Instrument and the information from these sources was
cross-referenced. The way cognate was operationalized in this study is not necessarily the way
that cognate was operationalized in the cognate dictionaries. In many circumstances, the label
assigned by the cognate dictionaries were vetoed based on the way that cognates were
operationalized in this study. For example, Hamel‘s false cognate labels were often vetoed.
However, each source contributed to the researcher‘s understanding of the cognate status of the
AWL words, and the accumulation of these sources‘ information in conjunction with this study‘s
operalization of cognate provided the research with enough data to make decisions about
whether each AWL word would be labeled a true cognate, partial cognate, false cognate, or noncognate. (See Table 5 for descriptions of each source.)
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Table 5: Description of Dictionary Sources
Dictionary

Type

Description

The University of Chicago
Spanish-English and
Spanish-English Dictionary
(Castillo & Bond, 1987)

Bilingual In addition to providing Spanish translations,
Castillo and Bond provide some word entries with
additional information such as collocations, e.g.,
consistir (en).

Comprehensive Bilingual
Dictionary of Spanish False
Cognates/Gran Diccionario
Bilingue de Falsos Amigos
del Inglés (Hamel, 2004)

Cognate

Hamel probes more extensively into the semantic
nature of each word than other cognate dictionaries.
The criteria that Hamel has set for the inclusion of a
false cognate in this dictionary is the existence of
any potential for a language learner‘s confusion of
meaning. Any variation in use between cognate pairs
warrants the false cognate label, even if words mean
the same thing, e.g., positive/positivo.

English-Spanish Cognates
Lexicon/Lexico de
Cognados Ingles-Español
(Rotavista, 2008)

Cognate

Rotavista is concerned with word structure, and
since structural similarities do not always constitute
semantic similarities, the result is a dictionary that
makes no distinction between its true and false
cognates.

The Big Red Book of
Spanish Vocabulary
(Thomas, et al., 2005)

Cognate

Organized thematically rather than alphabetically,
the Thomas et al. dictionary is navigable by index,
which often directs the reader to a page with sample
sentences illustrating the cognate nature of word
pairs.

Spanish-English
Cognates/Los Cognados
Españoles-Ingleses (Woods
& Stovall, 2005)

Cognate

Divided into two sections, the Woods and Stovall
dictionary contains both true and false cognates.
Some cognates are listed in both sections, indicating
partial cognate relationships. Furthermore, entire
word families are included in each entry.
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Dictionary

Type

Description

SpanishDict (2010)

Bilingual
(Online)

SpanishDict is not a primary source of
definitions but rather a compilation of other
dictionaries‘ definitions. For each entry, the
website provides entries from multiple
dictionaries.

Free Dictionary (2010)

Monolingual Free Dictionary provides a composite of sources.
(Online)
For each entry, the website provides information
from multiple sources, including dictionaries, an
encyclopedia, and a thesaurus.

Limitations

First, although pains were made to label each of the 570 AWL words as accurately as
possible, labeling a word a cognate is in some ways subjective. True, the traditional definition of
cognates holds that words are deemed cognates based on etymology alone, and if this were the
view taken by the current study, then subjectivity would be eliminated by the fact that words
either share a common history or do not. However, the current study defines cognate pairs based
on their similarities in present day form, meaning, and use and is not concerned with word
history but rather with the similarities between cognate pairs in their present forms. The current
study‘s goal to label cognates in a relatively subjective manner produces results that are subject
to disagreement. This limitation is made abundantly clear from the very beginning by the simple
fact that the four cognate dictionaries do not all agree with each other. However, this limitation is
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pertinent to any study in that however the researcher operationalizes what is being studied (here,
cognates) impacts the findings of that study. One possible solution to alleviate subjectivity
further would be to bring in a second researcher to verify the results produced by the first. Such
actions were taken when Ming-Tzu and Nation (2004) identified AWL homonyms. However,
utilizing inter-rater reliability was beyond the scope of the current study.
Second, the compilation of this study sources, i.e., dictionaries, was subject to human
error, as the authors might have overlooked cognates and omitted them from their lists. The
existence of errors (of some variation) is made evident in Rotavista, for example, who though for
the most part organized his cognate dictionary alphabetically, at least once listed words out of
order, i.e., colliseun [sic], collaborate (p. 15). At least two typos, i.e., colliseun (p. 15) and
comjecture (p. 141) are evident. He also either underlined or did not underline word part changes
erroneously, e.g., in the word convence. Is it really correct to have underlined the first letter,
since there exists no orthographic difference in the first letter between the two languages? The
error might be small, such as Hamel‘s omission of the left bracket in the word impuesto (p. 347),
but these errors are indicative of the fact that the cognate dictionaries are not above human error.
For the current study, in the compilation of lists, one way to minimize the effect of
dictionary errors was to cross-reference the four cognate dictionaries. This method, however, did
not completely eliminate human error, since sometimes the authors of all four cognate
dictionaries overlooked and/or omitted some of the same cognates (e.g., analogy/analogía);
consequently, when necessary, additional online sources were consulted. Since, in total, the
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study utilized eight reference sources, it is likely that the effects of human error in any of the
sources had no impact on the final results, i.e., AWL English-Spanish cognate lists.
Finally, the researcher is not a fluent Spanish speaker. The researcher self-identifies as
having a low-intermediate proficiency in Spanish—having had two beginning-level Spanish
courses in high school, one beginning-level Spanish course in college, and a three-month long
immersion at a private language school in a Spanish-speaking country. Although this lowintermediate Spanish proficiency level was high enough to allow the researcher to read the
Spanish monolingual dictionary (Free Dictionary, 2010) during the data collection, this
proficiency level was not high enough to enable the researcher to autonomously verify the
accuracy of the forms, meanings, and uses of Spanish words. Such a deep understanding of
Spanish vocabulary words is characteristic of an advanced proficiency level. Instead, the
researcher was at the mercy of the data collection sources.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
This study has investigated the extent to which the 570 headwords in the AWL consist of
English-Spanish true cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates. Consequently,
of the 570 words in the AWL, 434 (76%) are true cognates, 14 (2%) are partial cognates, 16
(3%) are false cognates, and 106 (19%) are non-cognates. (See Table 6 and Figures 1 and 2.) The
product of these results consists of four lists, including three lists of cognate types and one list of
non-cognates. These lists have been organized in the appendices.
1.

Appendix A: 434 AWL English-Spanish True Cognates

2.

Appendix B: 14 AWL English-Spanish Partial Cognates

3.

Appendix C: 16 AWL English-Spanish False Cognates

4.

Appendix D: 106 AWL English-Spanish Non-Cognates

Additionally, a fifth appendix has been included. This appendix consists of an alphabetical
listing of all 570 AWL words, with a notation after each word indicating its cognate status, i.e.,
English-Spanish true cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, or non-cognates.
5.

Appendix E: 570 AWL English-Spanish Cognates and Non-Cognates in Alphabetical
Order

Each appendix includes a first column with a sequential number, a second column with an AWL
headword, and an additional column with the words‘ cognate status. On all lists, homonyms are
distinguished with an asterisk preceding the AWL headword; homographs were identified by
Ming-Tzu and Nation (2004). Also, it is important to note that, while the original AWL was
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written in accordance with British spelling (e.g., minimize), the list in the current study has been
converted to American spelling (e.g., minimize); only six words were changed in order to
conform to American spelling. Lastly, although the lists have similar columns (i.e., sequential
number, AWL headword, and cognate status), they have differences as well depending on what
information was deemed necessary to include for each cognate type and each non-cognate.
One possible limitation of the appendices is they only provide information based on
cognates‘ forms and meanings but not uses, since the lists were compiled as a result of this
study‘s operalization of cognate, which was not concerned with use. An appendix including
cognates‘ uses is beyond the scope of this study. Consequently, the appendices are not sources of
information about possible the potential confusions that might arise as a result of uses that differ
between English and Spanish. Chapter Five does, however, provide a discussion about some
similarities and differences in the uses between the two languages, but this discussion is by no
means comprehensive.
The five appendices are organized as reference tools and, as such, have been organized in
multiple ways for easy navigation. In order better to illustrate the significance of these lists, one
table and three graphs have been provided in this chapter. Although having three different
cognate lists (i.e., one for each cognate type) does reflect the varying semantic nature of
cognates, it is important to note that despite their differences all three of these lists do share a
commonality: they are composed of cognates. Therefore, the culmination of all three cognate
type illustrates that the vast majority, i.e., 464 (81%) headwords, of the AWL headwords are in
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fact English-Spanish cognates of some sort type: true cognates, partial cognates, and false
cognates. The significance of this finding is discussed in Chapter Five.
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Table 6: Number of AWL Cognates
Label

Number of Words

Percentage of Words

True Cognates
Partial Cognates
False Cognates

434
14
16

76%
2%
3%

Non-Cognates

106

19%

Total

570

100%

Figure 1: Number of AWL English-Spanish Cognates
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Non-Cognates

Figure 2: Percentages of AWL English-Spanish Cognates

19%

True Cognates

3%
2%

Partial Cognates
False Cognates
Non-Cognates

76%
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
Introduction

That the number of cognates (i.e., true, partial, and false cognates) found on the AWL in
this study exceeds 81% corroborates Coxhead‘s (2000) claim that more than 82% of AWL words
are based on Latin and Greek. This finding is indicative of a causal relationship in which Latin
has influenced the academic lexicons of both the English and Spanish languages. The extent to
which Latin has influenced these languages results in a substantial proportion of the 570 AWL
headwords sharing similarities with Spanish words.

Evaluation
Although for the purpose of this study, cognates have been operationalized as only three
distinct types (i.e., true, partial, and false), the diversity of cognates‘ features is considerable.
Some cognate pairs are clearly orthographically and phonologically similar (e.g.,
prospect/prospecto) and, consequently, the cognate label is obvious; however, some cognate
pairs are not (e.g., capable/capaz). Perhaps it is debatable whether or not capable/capaz are
orthographically and phonologically similar enough to be considered a cognate pair at all,
although in this study they are considered true cognates. Moreover, not only has it been difficult
to determine whether or not words‘ forms are similar enough to warrant a cognate label, but it
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has also been difficult to determine the degrees to which cognates‘ semantic similarities warrant
the labels of different types of cognates (i.e., true, partial, and false).
As evident in a variety of cognate research cited throughout this study, what this study
labels a true cognate, another study might label a false cognate or perhaps even a non-cognate.
By their very nature, cognate labels are subject to debate. What seems to be most important is
whether researchers adhere to the way in which they have each operationalized cognates,
however that might be. Accordingly, it was important in the current research to adhere to its
operationalization of cognates.

Features of AWL Cognates
The nature of cognates vary depending on the nature of their features. Features include
etymologic similarities, semantic similarities, syntactic similarities, morphologic similarities,
orthographic similarities, and phonologic similarities. With the exception of etymology, these
six features are related to the three aspects of knowing a word: form, meaning, and use. Form
includes syntactic, morphologic, orthographic, and phonologic similarities, and meaning and use
include semantic similarities. The current study applies a liberal interpretation of cognates, in
that cognates can be considered true cognates based on just two aspects of knowing a word (i.e.,
form and meaning) rather than based on all three aspects of knowing a word (i.e., form, meaning,
and use). This approach allows for words containing a wide variety of features to be classified
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together on one list. The following are but a few examples of such diversity, organized according
to the six cognate features operationalized in this study.
1.

Etymology
The majority of cognates on the AWL, indeed the majority of English-Spanish
cognates in general, share a Latin root word. In one example, however, the etymology of
the cognate pair is not a shared Latin root word, but rather an English loanword. Soccer
fans around the world are familiar with the AWL word goal. This English-based word
has become ubiquitous as result of the global popularity of soccer. Sportscasters of
multiple languages have been using the word goal to announce when teams score, albeit
if they were to write the word, it would follow the orthographic rules of its respective
language rather than adhere to the English spelling. Spanish is among these languages
that has adopted goal to fit both the semantic usage in soccer and to suit the spelling rules
of its language. The result is the Spanish word gol, pronounced [gol] with the vowel
sustained for several seconds to denote the enthusiasm befitting teams‘ scoring points,
rather than the English goal [goʊ l]. The similar features shared by goal and gol make
this a cognate pair, and the Spanish word‘s etymology makes gol a loanword.
Although goal and gol share meanings, the use of goal is more diverse than the
use of gol. In English like in Spanish, goal is used to describe the act of scoring a soccer
point; in English, however, goal can also be used to describe objectives unrelated to
sports whereas gol is limited soccer and hockey. In English it is perfectly acceptable to
use goal figuratively, but in Spanish, goal cannot be used figuratively. For example, the
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phrase ―to set GOALS for oneself‖ is translated as ―proponerse metas‖ or ―proponerse
objectivos‖ (Hamel, p. 123); this phrase cannot be translated as *proponerse gols. Even
though the uses of goal and gol sometimes vary, their core meaning is the same. The core
meaning is an objective of some kind; the use describes either a literal objective or a
figurative objective. Therefore, goal is a true cognate.

2.

Semantics
Among figurative uses of words, there is slang. Since in some circumstances the
literal meaning of a cognate pair might translate despite the fact that the figurative
meaning does not, this phenomenon occurs in slang. One example of a discrepancy
between literal and slang meanings of cognate pairs is radical/radical. In both English
and Spanish radical is used to describe something that is extreme. In English, however,
radical has been used as slang, albeit this use is probably less frequent today than it was
in the past since, by definition, slang words have a short lifespan. As slang, radical is an
informal way to describe something as, to use another slang word, ―cool‖: Surfing that
monster wave was totally radical. In fact, Ming-Tzu and Nation (2004) cite radical as a
homograph, based on the discrepancy between the literal and slang meanings. In this
study, however, radical has been identified as having only one core meaning, based on
the fact that, whether radical is used literally or figuratively, the word still describes
something that is extreme in some way. Therefore, although a cognate pair might be used
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as slang in one language but not another, it can still be considered a true cognate pair if
the core meaning remains the same despite use.
3.

Syntax
With regard to syntactic word order, the AWL word passive commonly combines
with the GSL word voice to create a phrase whose meaning is different than its individual
parts. Both of the words passive and voice are cognates. Passive translates as pasivo, and
voice translates as voz. The phrase passive voice can indeed be translated in its entirety
using both cognates: voz pasiva. In addition to the orthographic and phonologic changes,
passive voice undergoes a syntactic change. Following the syntactic rules of English,
passive voice has an adjective-noun word order; on the other hand, following the
syntactic rules of Spanish, voz pasiva has a noun-adjective word order. Regardless of the
semantic differences, passive voice is a true cognate. For the current study, passive is
listed on the true cognate list since it is an AWL word, but voice is not since it is a GSL
word.
Another important syntactic issue was word families. In the current study, the
main focus was on the similarities between headwords. Cognate labels were based on
headwords and labeling other members of a word family was beyond the scope of the
study. Just because words constitute a true cognate pair does not mean that they can
function as the same part of speech in both languages, e.g., as both a noun and verb. For
example, conflict can be either a noun or verb, but this cognate only translates into
Spanish as a noun, not a verb. In another example, fund can be a noun and verb; fondo
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can only be a verb. When translated as a noun, fund/fundo is a true cognate pair;
however, when translated as a verb, fund is a non-cognate. Therefore, based on use,
fund/fondo is arguably a partial cognate. Nonetheless, because this study has based
cognates on the form and meaning of headwords, fund/fundo is a true cognate.
During the course of comparing data from among the cognate dictionaries, it
became apparent that, while an AWL headword might be in one of the dictionaries,
another form of the word might be in another cognate dictionary in lieu of the headword.
These discrepancies were noted on the Data Collection Instrument, and the inclusion of
this information (in conjunction with information from the other dictionaries) helped to
determine whether or not a cognate pair was a type of cognate. Just because the pair
accompany/acompañar (verb) is a true cognate does that mean that
accompanied/acompañado (adjectival participle) is also a true cognate? In fact, Woods et
al. (2004) observe that true cognates cannot be generalized for all word forms. For
example, as a noun, the meanings of note/nota are false; however, in three other case
(i.e., the adjectives notable/notable and notably/notablemente and the verb to note/notar)
―the word may be used interchangeably in both languages‖ (p. x). In another example,
administrate (verb) is not in Hamel (2004), but administratión (noun) is. On the other
hand, Woods et al. lists the entire word family: administration/administration
(administrative/administrativo, administratively/administrativeamente,
administrate/administrar) (p. 14). Ultimately, the labeling of these words was based on
the cumulative data of all dictionaries.
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4.

Morphology
Although this study focuses on the AWL headwords only and not the multitude of
other morphemes contained in word families, it is important to note that multiple AWL
words have a nominal form that ends in the suffix -tion, and the suffix -tion translates
into Spanish as the suffix -ción. This suffix is a cognate morpheme. That is, -tion and its
Spanish translation share etymologic, semantic, syntactic, orthographic, and phonologic
similarities. Examples include the AWL headword accumulate (accumulation), which
translates into Spanish as acumular (acumulación); the AWL headword define
(definition), which translates into Spanish as definir (definición); and the AWL headword
simulate (simulation), which translates into Spanish as simular (simulación).
In addition to comparing morphemes between languages, it is possible to compare
the compounding of entire words between languages. For example, the AWL word
guideline is a compound word, the combination of two distinct words: guide and line.
The sum of its two parts creates a word with a new meaning, based on the meanings of its
constituent words. Taken individually, both guide and line translate as cognates into
Spanish. Guide translates into Spanish as guía, and line translates into Spanish as línea.
The compound word guideline, however, does not translate directly into Spanish as a
cognate. That is, it is incorrect to say either *guíalínea or *líneaguía. Instead, guideline
translates as norma or directivo. Therefore, guideline is a non-cognate. What the word
guideline illustrates is that, although the words that constitute a compound word might
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translate individually as cognates, the compound word itself does not necessarily translate
as a cognate.
Another example of an AWL word that is a compound word is highlight. Like
guideline, highlight is a non-cognate that cannot be translated into a compound word: lo
más notable (Castillo & Bond, 1987); unlike guideline, however, the word parts of
highlight (i.e., high and light) are also non-cognates. High translates as alto and light
translates as luz.
5.

Orthography and Phonology
Whereas non-cognates share no orthographic or phonologic similarities, cognates
need to share some similarities of orthography and/or phonology. Albeit, some cognate
pairs share more similarities phonologically than orthographically. The three AWL
cognate pairs (1) phenomenon/fenómeno, (2) physical/físico, and (3) philosophy/fílosofia
share something in common exclusive to themselves (i.e., unlike any other AWL cognate
pair): they share the prefix ph- and a Spanish equivalent of f-. Another example of a word
is hierarchy/jerarquía. These words might be more recognizable phonologically than
orthographically, unless the SSELLs were aware of the fact that ph- is pronounced [f] and
that the j- can become h-.
In other cases, cognate pairs share more similarities orthographically than
phonologically, e.g., canal [kəˈnæl] and canal [kɑ ˈnɑ l] With canal/channel, the
semantic similarities are so great based on meaning and use as to make the orthographic
dissimilarities negligible but not necessarily the phonological dissimilarities.
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Channel/canal refer to a conduit of some sort, such as a body of water (e.g., The English
Channel/Canal de la Mancha) or a broadcast station (e.g., Channel 8/Canal 8). In
context, channel/canal are unmistakably similar; however, out of context as isolated
words, their similarities might not be so clear. In fact, context evokes similarities in form.
It should be noted that an English speaker who came across canal might have a harder
time inferring the meaning of the word than would a SSELL who came across channel.
The reason for this is that channel/canal could be considered to be a false cognate for
English-speaking Spanish language learners, given its similarities with the English word
canal. However, this study concerns itself with issues arising with SSELLs not Englishspeaking Spanish language learners.
Not only do orthographic differences occur between English and Spanish, but
they also occur within the English language. Since the AWL list was compiled in New
Zealand, its words follow the rules of British spelling rather than American. However,
given the geographic proximity of most Spanish countries to the U.S.A., many SSELLs
learn English in accordance with the American spelling system. For the current study, the
British spelling was changed to conform to the rules of American spelling. There are a
total of six AWL headwords whose spellings are inconsistent between British and
American rules: analyse, labour, licence, maximise, minimise, and utilise. The changes in
spelling are so few and so minute as to be inconsequential, and they do not affect the
cognate labeling of the AWL. Therefore, the lists from this study could be used in a
British-based system, provided that the spelling was changed.
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Implications for Teaching
The four AWL English-Spanish cognate lists produced in this study are resources for
teachers at all levels of education, including K-12 (particularly secondary education), college,
university, and adult education programs. These lists have been developed as a practical tool to
help SSELLs learn vocabulary based on their needs. Additionally, teachers might consider the
ICA and ECA of their students when using these lists. With knowledge of English-Spanish
cognates on the AWL, teachers, curriculum designers, and textbook writers could make better
choices about the AWL words that need to be explicitly taught to SSELLs, the aspects of word
knowledge needed to be taught, and the amount of time necessary to be spent on each AWL
word.
First of all, teachers of SSELLs might choose to focus only on non-cognates. Since they
are of an entirely new form, learners must learn all three aspects of knowing these words. If the
teacher chooses EVF of cognates, then attention could be given to similar morphemes. ―More
than 82% of the words in the AWL are of Greek or Latin origin, indicating that the study of
prefixes, suffixes, and stems may be one way to study this vocabulary‖ (Coxhead, 2000; p. 229).
Rotavista‘s list of suffixes (p. vi), in combination with prefix and root lists, demonstrate the
similarities shared by English-Spanish cognate morphemes. (See Table 7.)
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Table 7: Sample of AWL English-Spanish Morphemes
Pre- (precede/previous)
Re- (react/revolution)
-cate /-car (communicate/comunicar)
-ment/-mento (complement/complemento)

Second, cognates might have a similar form and meaning between English and Spanish,
while at the same time not have a similar use. Therefore, rather than focusing on form and
meaning, teachers might spend more time focusing on how words are used. Such an approach
might move students beyond a receptive understanding of the English word based on their L1
and into a productive understanding of the English words based on the English language itself.
Based on corpus analyses, Byrd (2007) has begun to compile a list of AWL words‘ collocations
and phrases. Examples she has given include required to, required for, required the, required by,
and required a. Additionally, teachers might focus less on the AWL headword and more on the
other members of the word family. Lists with the AWL headwords and their respective word
families are available online at no cost (Gillett, 2010).
Third, teachers might select partial and false cognates for students to focus on. Teachers
could explain and use these labels (i.e., partial and false) to help students see the similarities (in
form) and differences (in meaning) that these cognates share between English and Spanish.
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Fifth, for ESL writing classes, teachers might require SSELLs to use specific AWL
words in their writing, either specific non-cognates or cognates designated by the teacher. If
SSELLs were required to use non-cognates, then they would be getting exposure to a new word
form, whereas if SSELLs were to use partial or false cognates, then they would essentially be
relearning the meaning and use of an already familiar word form. For ESL reading classes,
teachers might ask students to identify cognates in reading passages by underlining them.
Teachers could then ask students to describe cognate pairs‘ similarities and differences in form,
meaning, and use.
Finally, for ESL classes with a variety of L1s represented, teachers might approach the
AWL by presenting it to classes in its entirety and then by requiring students to choose their own
words on which to focus their attention. That way, students could focus on words that they
identified as unknown or problematic for themselves. This approach would not only allow for
word selection to vary by individual student, but it would also allow for word selection to vary
by L1. Although SSELLs might overwhelmingly choose non-cognates, it is also possible that
some SSELLs would choose cognates, especially if the SSELL had no ICA of a particular word.
There are many other ways in which the AWL can be used in different types of ESL or
EFL settings. The bottom line, however, is that the AWL can and should be used in a different
way if all of the ELLs in a particular class are Spanish speakers. The list provided as a result of
the research in this thesis allows teachers to tailor the parts of the AWL that meet the objectives
of that particular course. For some teachers, this may mean omitting words that are cognates,
spending more time on words that are false cognates, and/or focusing on actual usage (instead of
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meaning) of words that are true cognates. This research allows teachers to have these options
which have not existed before.

Recommendations for Further Research
Given the AWL‘s influence, it behooves researchers to make it more effective. Ming-Tzu
and Nation (2004) were able to contribute to our understanding of the AWL by identifying its
homographs. Hancioglu et al. (2008) have considered consolidating the AWL with other
influential word lists such as the GSL and/or UWL. The current study attempts to make the
AWL more accessible to SSELL instructors and SSELLs themselves. More research is no doubt
forthcoming, and here are some potential research questions.
1.

To what extent can SSELLs correctly identify the English-Spanish cognates on the AWL
before they receive EVF of its cognates?

2.

To what extent can SSELLs correctly identify the English-Spanish cognates on the AWL
after the receive EVF of its cognates?

3.

To what extent can SSELLs correctly identify the English-Spanish cognates on the AWL
after EVF of their morphological similarities?

4.

To what extent do the 570 headwords of the AWL consist of cognates from another
Romance language, such as Portuguese, French, or Italian?

5.

Is there a higher number of cognates in the AWL sublists of more frequent terms? For
example, do we find more English-Spanish cognates in Sublist 1 than Sublist 10?
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Conclusion
In order to produce lists containing AWL cognates and non-cognates, this study
identified the extent to which the 570 headwords in the AWL consist of English-Spanish true
cognates, partial cognates, false cognates, and non-cognates. First, it was necessary to
operationalize cognate. Based on a review of cognate-related literature, it was determined that
cognates have six features: etymologic, semantic, syntactic, morphologic, orthographic, and
phonologic. The degree of similarity between words‘ features in cognate pairs varies. In other
words, just because a cognate pair shares similar features of form does not necessarily mean that
it shares similar semantic features. For example, although instance/instancia share a similar
form, they differ in meaning. Subsequently, cognate pairs have been classified as semantically
true, partial, or false. Each type of cognate has its own set of criteria, and if words met none of
these criteria, then they have been classified as non-cognates.
In this study‘s procedure, seven steps were taken. Having (1) collected data, (2)
compared data, (3) consulted additional resources, (4) operationalized cognate, (5) and compared
cognates and homographs, (6) each AWL word was determined to be a true cognate, partial
cognate, false cognate, or non-cognate. Finally (7) the AWL was reorganized into four lists,
based on the words‘ status as either one of three types of cognates or as non-cognates.
The product (i.e., cognates and non-cognates) have been organized in the appendices by
(1) lists of types of cognates and non-cognates as well as (2) a list of all 570 cognates and noncognates organized alphabetically. The lists are organized in multiple ways because the purpose
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of these lists is to provide educators with an easily navigable reference, and the multiple
compilations (i.e., by cognates and non-cognates as well as alphabetically) will allow quick
reference of the AWL depending on the specific information the educators would like to
reference the list. The four lists produced in this study are specifically useful for teachers,
curriculum designers, and material writers who work with SSELLs.
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APPENDIX A:
434 AWL ENGLISH-SPANISH TRUE COGNATES
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The following list (i.e., true cognates) is one of four AWL lists organized by cognate type
or non-cognate. Appendices B, C, and D contain partial cognates, false cognates, and noncognates, respectively. The 434 AWL English-Spanish true cognates are listed in Appendix A
alphabetically. For reference of AWL 570 words organized by alphabetical order rather than
cognate type or non-cognate, see Appendix E.
*Asterisks denote homographs identified by Ming-Tzu & Nation (2004).
#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

AWL
Headword

Spanish True Cognate

Cognate Status

abandon
*abstract
academy
access
*accommodate
accompany
accumulate
acquire
adapt
adequate
adjacent
adjust
administrate
adult
aggregate
aid
alter
alternative
ambiguous
amend
analogy
analyze
annual
anticipate
apparent

abandonar
abstracto, abstraer
academia
acceso
acomodar
acompañar
acumular
adquirir
adaptar
adecuado, adequar
adyacente
ajustar
administrar
adulto
agregado, agregar
ayuda
alterar
alternativo
ambiguo
enmendar
analogía
analizar
anual
anticipar
aparente

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

*appreciate
*appropriate
approximate
arbitrary
area
aspect
assign
attitude
*attribute
author
authority
automate
benefit
capable
capacity
category
cease
channel
*chapter
chemical
circumstance
cite
civil
clarity
classic
clause
code
coherent
coincide
colleague
commence
comment
*commission
commit
communicate
community
compatible
compensate
compile
complement
complex

apreciar
apriado, apropriar
aproximado, aproximar
arbitrario
área
aspecto
asignar
actitud
atributo, atribuir
autor
autoridad
automático
beneficio, beneficiar
capaz
capacidad
categoría
cesar
canal
capítulo
químico
circunstancia
citar
civil
claridad
clásico
cláusula
código
coherente
coincidir
colega
comenzar
comentar
comisión
cometer
comunicar
comunidad
compatible
compensar
compilar
complemento
complejo
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

component
*compound
compute
conceive
concentrate
concept
conclude
concurrent
confer
confine
confirm
conflict
conform
consent
consequent
considerable
*consist
constant
constitute
constrain
consult
consume
contact
contemporary
context
*contract
contradict
contrary
contrast
contribute
controversy
*convene
*convert
convince
cooperate
coordinate
corporate
*correspond
create
*credit
criteria

componente
componer, compuesto
computar
concebir
concentrar
concepto
concluir
concurrente
conferir
confinar
confirmar
conflicto
conformar
consentir
consecuente
considerable
consistir
constante
constituir
constreñir
consultar
consumir
contacto, contactar
contemporáneo
contexto
contrato, contraer
contradecir
contrario
contraste, contrastar
contribuir
controversia
convenir
convertir, converso
convencer
cooperar
coordinar, coordinado
corporativo
corresponder
crear
crédito, acreditar
criterio
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148

crucial
culture
currency
cycle
data
debate
decade
*decline
*deduce
define
definite
*demonstrate
denote
depress
derive
design
detect
deviate
differentiate
dimension
diminish
discrete
discriminate
displace
*dispose
distinct
distort
distribute
diverse
document
domain
domestic
dominate
drama
duration
dynamic
economy
edit
element
eliminate
emerge

crucial
cultura
corriente
ciclo
datos
debate, debatir
década
declinar
deducir
definir
definido
demostrar
denotar
deprimir
derivar
diseño, diseñar, designio
detectar
desviar
diferenciar
dimensíon
disminuir
discreto
discriminar
desplazar
disponer
distinto
distorsionar
distribuir
diverso
documento, documentar
dominio
doméstico
dominar
drama
duración
dinámica
economía
editar
elemento
eliminar
emerger
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

emphasis
empirical
encounter
energy
enormous
entity
equate
equip
equivalent
erode
error
establish
ethic
ethnic
evaluate
eventual
evident
evolve
exceed
exclude
*exhibit
expand
expert
explicit
*exploit
export
expose
external
extract
gender
facilitate
factor
federal
final
finance
finite
flexible
fluctuate
focus
format
formula

énfasis
empírico
encuentro, encontrar
energía
enorme
entidad
equiparar
equipar
equivalente
erosionar
error
establecer
ética
étnico
evaluar
eventual
evidente
evolucionar
exceder
excluir
exhibición, exhibir
expandir
experto
explícito
explotar
exportación, exportar
exponer
externo
exctacto, extraer
género
facilitar
factor
federal
final
finanzas, fianciar
finito
flexible
fluctuar
foco, enfocar
formato, formatear
fórmula
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

foundation
found
fund
*function
fundamental
generate
*generation
globe
goal
guarantee
hierarchy
hypothesis
identical
identify
ideology
ignorance
illustrate
image
immigrate
impact
implement
implicit
implicate
imply
impose
incentive
incidence
incline
incorporate
index
indicate
individual
*induce
inevitable
infer
inherent
inhibit
initial
initiate
injure
innovate

fundación
fundar
fondo
función, funcionar
fundamental
generar
generación
globo
gol
garantía, garantizar
jerarquía
hipótesis
idéntico
identificar
ideología
ignorancia
ilustrar
imagen
inmigrar
impacto, impactar
implementar
implícito
implicar
implicar
imponer
incentivo
indicencia
inclinación, inclinar
incorporar
índice, indizar
indicar
individual
inducir
inevitable
inferir
inherente
inhibir
inicial
iniciar
injuriar
innovar

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

inspect
*institute
instruct
integral
integrate
integrity
*intelligence
intense
intermediate
internal
interpret
interval
intervene
intrinsic
invest
investigate
invoke
isolate
*justify
labor
legal
legislate
liberal
license
locate
logic
maintain
*major
manipulate
manual
margin
mature
maximize
mechanism
mediate
medical
medium
mental
method
migrate
military

inspeccionar
instituto, instituir
instruir
integral
integrar
integridad
inteligencia
intenso
intermedio
interno
interpretar
intervalo
intervenir
intrínsico
invertir
investigar
invocar
aislar
justificar
labor, laborar
legal
legislar
liberal
licencia, licenciar
localizar
lógica
mantener
mayor
manipular
manual
margen
maduro, madurar
maximizar
mecanismo
mediar
médico
medio
mental
método
emigrar
militar

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

minimal
minimize
minimum
ministry
*minor
mode
modify
monitor
motive
mutual
negate
neutral
*norm
*normal
notion
nuclear
*objective
obtain
obvious
occupy
occur
option
*orient
*panel
paradigm
parallel
parameter
participate
passive
perceive
percent
*period
persist
perspective
phase
phenomenon
philosophy
physical
*policy
portion
pose

mínimo
minimizar
mínimo
ministro
menor
modo, moda
modificar
monitor, monitorizar
motivo
mutuo
negar
neautral, neutro
norma
normal
noción
nuclear
objectivo
obtener
obvio
ocupar
ocurrir
opción
oriente, orientar
panel
paradigma
paralelo
parámetro
participar
pasivo
percibir
por ciento
período
persistir
perspectiva
fase
fenomeno
filosofía
físico
política, póliza
porción
posar, pose
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353

positive
potential
practitioner
precede
precise
predict
predominant
preliminary
presume
previous
primary
principal
principle
priority
proceed
process
professional
prohibit
*project
*promote
proportion
protocol
psychology
publication
publish
pursue
qualitative
*radical
ratio
rational
react
recover
refine
regime
region
register
regulate
reinforce
reject
relax
relevant

positivo
potencial
practicante
preceder
preciso
predecir
predominante
preliminar
presumir
previo
primera
principal
principio
prioridad
proceder
proceso, procesar
profesional
prohibir
proyecto, proyectar
promover
proporción
protocol, protocolo
psicología
publicación
publicar
perseguir
cualitativo
radical
ratio
racional
reaccionar
recuperar, recobrar
refinar
régimen
región
registro, registrar
regular
reforzar
rechazar
relajar
relevante

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

81

354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394

require
reside
resolve
resource
respond
restore
restrict
retain
reveal
reverse
revise
revolution
rigid
route
scheme
section
sector
secure
select
sequence
series
sex
significant
similar
simulate
site
specific
specify
sphere
*stable
statistic
strategy
structure
style
submit
subordinate
subsequent
subsidy
substitute
successor
sufficient

requerir
residir
resolver
recursos
responder
restaurar
restringir
retener
revelar
reverso, revocar
revisar
revolución
rígido
ruta
esquema
sección, seccionar
sector
seguro, asegurar
selecto, seleccionar
secuencia
serie
sexo
significante
similar
simular
sitio
específico
especificar
esfera
estable
estadístico
estrategia
estructura
estilo
someter
subordinado, subordinar
subsiguiente
subsidio
sustituto, sustituir
sucesor
suficiente
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434

sum
summary
supplement
survive
suspend
sustain
symbol
technical
technique
technology
temporary
*tense
terminate
text
theme
theory
thesis
trace
tradition
transfer
transform
transit
transmit
transport
ultimate
uniform
unify
unique
utilize
valid
vary
vehicle
version
violate
virtual
visible
vision
visual
volume
voluntary

suma, sumar
sumario
suplemento
sobrevivir
suspender
sostener
símbolo
técnico
técnica
tecnología
temporario
tenso, tensar
terminar
texto
tema
teoría
tesis
trazar
tradición
tranferencia, transferir
transformar
tránsito
transmitir
transporte, transportar
último
uniforme, uniformar
unificar
único
utilizar
válido, valedero
variar
vehículo
versión
violar
virtual
visible
visión
visual
volumen
voluntario
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true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

APPENDIX B:
14 AWL ENGLISH-SPANISH PARTIAL COGNATES
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The following list (i.e., partial cognates) is one of four AWL lists organized by cognate
type or non-cognate. Appendices A, C, and D contain true cognates, false cognates, and noncognates, respectively. The 14 AWL English-Spanish partial cognates are listed in Appendix B
alphabetically. For reference of AWL 570 words organized by alphabetical order rather than
cognate type or non-cognate, see Appendix E.
*Asterisks denote homographs identified by Ming-Tzu & Nation (2004).
# AWL
Spanish
Headword Partial
Cognate

Cognate
Status

Meanings

1 *affect

afectar
(true)
afecto
(false)

partial
cognate

true: affect/afectar (verb) = to act upon
false: affect (noun) = disposition / afecto (noun) =
affection

2 assist

asistir

partial
cognate

true: assist/asistir (verb) = to help
false: asistir (verb) = to attend

3 *assume

asumir

partial
cognate

true: assume/asumir (verb) = to take on
responsibility
false: assume (verb) = to take for granted

4 brief

breve

partial
cognate

true: brief/breve (adjective) = short
false: brief (noun, verb) = instruction, to instruct

5 conduct

conducta
(true)
conducer
(false)

partial
cognate

true: conduct/conducta (noun) = behavior
false: conduct (verb) = to lead / conducir (verb) =
to drive
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6 construct

construir

partial
cognate

true: construct/contruir (verb) = to build
false: construct (noun) = concept

7 *converse

conversar

partial
cognate

true: converse/conversar (verb) = to talk
false: converse (adjective) = opposite

8 estimate

estimar

partial
cognate

true: estimate/estimar (verb) = to approximate
false: estimar (verb) = to respect

9 *file

fila

partial
cognate

true: file/fila (noun) row
false: file (noun) = folder; shaping tool; file (verb)
= to smoothen

10 *grade

grado

partial
cognate

true: grade/grado (noun) = rank;
false: grade = school levels / grado = temperature
degrees

11 insert

insertar

partial
cognate

true: insert/insertar (verb) = to put in
false: insert (noun) = inserted object

12 *prime

primo

partial
cognate

true: prime number = número primo
false: primo = cousin

13 prior

prior

partial
cognate

true: monastery leader (noun)
false: prior = previous (adjective)

14 *sole

solo

partial
cognate

true: sole/solo (adjective) = one
false: sole (noun) = bottom of foot
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APPENDIX C:
16 AWL ENGLISH-SPANISH FALSE COGNATES
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The following list (i.e., false cognates) is one of four AWL lists organized by cognate
type or non-cognate. Appendices A, B, and D contain true cognates, partial cognates, and noncognates, respectively. The 16 AWL English-Spanish false cognates are organized in Appendix
C alphabetically. For reference of AWL 570 words organized by alphabetical order rather than
cognate type or non-cognate, see Appendix E.
*Asterisks denote homographs identified by Ming-Tzu & Nation (2004).

# AWL
Headword
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

allocate
assess
chart
commodity
comprehensive
devote
estate
instance
journal
lecture
*media
prospect
range
*remove
scenario
topic

Spanish False Cognate

Cognate Status

alocar = to drive insane
asesorar = advise
carta = letter
comodidad = comfort
comprenso = sympathetic
devoto, devotar = devotee, devout
estado = state
instancia = request
jornal = wage
lectura = reading
media = half; average
prospecto = leaflet
rango = rank
remover = stir; move
escenario = scene
tópico = cliché

false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
false cognate
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APPENDIX D:
106 AWL ENGLISH-SPANISH NON-COGNATES
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The following list (i.e., non-cognates) is one of four AWL lists organized by cognate type
or non-cognate. Appendices A, B, and C contain true cognates, false cognates, and partial
cognates, respectively. The 106 AWL English-Spanish non-cognates are listed in Appendix D
alphabetically. For reference of all AWL 570 words organized by alphabetical order rather than
cognate type or non-cognate, see Appendix E.
*Asterisks denote homographs identified by Ming-Tzu & Nation (2004).

# AWL Headword
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

accurate
achieve
acknowledge
advocate
albeit
append
approach
assemble
assure
*attach
attain
available
aware
behalf
bias
bond
*bulk
challenge
collapse
comprise
core
couple
deny
despite
device

Cognate Status
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

display
*draft
enable
enforce
enhance
ensure
environment
feature
fee
forthcoming
framework
furthermore
grant
guideline
hence
highlight
income
infrastructure
input
insight
interact
involve
*issue
item
job
label
*layer
levy
likewise
link
nevertheless
network
nonetheless
notwithstanding
odd
*offset
ongoing
outcome
output
overall
overlap

non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
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67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

overseas
paragraph
partner
plus
*purchase
*quote
random
release
reluctance
rely
research
restrain
revenue
role
schedule
scope
seek
shift
so-called
somewhat
source
status
straightforward
stress
survey
tape
target
task
team
thereby
trend
trigger
undergo
underlie
undertake
via
welfare
whereas
whereby
widespread

non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
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APPENDIX E:
570 AWL ENGLISH-SPANISH COGNATES AND NON-COGNATES
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

93

The following list (i.e., of cognates and non-cognates) is organized alphabetically, with
homographs listed first and polysemes listed second. Each word is labeled with its cognate type,
either an English-Spanish true cognate, partial cognate, false cognate, or non-cognate. For
reference of AWL words organized by cognate type or non-cognate rather than alphabetical
order, see Appendices A, B, C, and D.
*Asterisks denote homographs identified by Ming-Tzu & Nation (2004).
# AWL
Headword

Spanish Cognate

Cognate
Status
Meaning

1 *abstract
abstracto, abstraer
2 *accommodate acomodar
3 *affect
afectar (true)
afecto (false)

true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate

4 *appreciate
5 *appropriate
6 *assume

true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate

7
8
9
10
11
12

*attach
*attribute
*bulk
*chapter
*commission
*compound

13
14
15
16

*consist
*contract
*convene
*converse

apreciar
apriado, apropriar
asumir

atributo, atribuir
capítulo
comisión
componer,
compuesto
consistir
contrato, contraer
convenir
Conversar

true: affect/afectar (verb) = to act
upon
false: affect (noun) = disposition /
afecto (noun) = affection

true: assume/asumir (verb) = to
take on responsibility
false: assume (verb) = to take for
granted

non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate
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true: converse/conversar (verb) =
to talk
false: converse (adjective) =
opposite

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

*convert
*correspond
*credit
*decline
*deduce
*demonstrate
*dispose
*draft
*exhibit
*exploit
*file

convertir, converso
corresponder
crédito, acreditar
declinar
deducir
demostrar
disponer
exhibición, exhibir
explotar
fila

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate

28 *function
29 *generation
30 *grade

función, funcionar
generación
grado

true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

*induce
*institute
*intelligence
*issue
*justify
*layer
*major
*media

inducir
instituto, instituir
inteligencia

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

*minor
*norm
*normal
*objective
*offset
*orient
*panel
*period
*policy
*prime

49 *project

justificar
mayor
media = half;
average
menor
norma
normal
objectivo
oriente, orientar
panel
período
política, póliza
primo

proyecto, proyectar

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate
true cognate
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true: file/fila (noun) row
false: file (noun) = folder;
shaping tool; file (verb) = to
smoothen

true: grade/grado (noun) = rank;
false: grade = school levels /
grado = temperature degrees

true: prime number = número
primo
false: primo = cousin

50
51
52
53
54

*promote
*purchase
*quote
*radical
*remove

55 *sole

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

*stable
*tense
abandon
academy
access
accompany
accumulate
accurate
achieve
acknowledge
acquire
adapt
adequate
adjacent
adjust
administrate
adult
advocate
aggregate
aid
albeit
allocate

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

alter
alternative
ambiguous
amend
analogy
analyze
annual
anticipate
apparent

promover

radical
remover = stir;
move
solo

estable
tenso, tensar
abandonar
academia
acceso
acompañar
acumular

adquirir
adaptar
adecuado, adequar
adyacente
ajustar
administrar
adulto
agregado, agregar
ayuda
alocar = to drive
insane
alterar
alternativo
ambiguo
enmendar
analogía
analizar
anual
anticipar
aparente

true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate
partial
cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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true: sole/solo (adjective) = one
false: sole (noun) = bottom of
foot

87 append
88 approach
89 approximate
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

arbitrary
area
aspect
assemble
assess
assign
assist

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

assure
attain
attitude
author
authority
automate
available
aware
behalf
benefit

107 bias
108 bond
109 brief

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

capable
capacity
category
cease
challenge
channel
chart
chemical
circumstance
cite
civil
clarity

aproximado,
aproximar
arbitrario
área
aspecto
asesorar = advise
asignar
asistir

actitud
autor
autoridad
automático

beneficio,
beneficiar

breve

capaz
capacidad
categoría
cesar
canal
carta = letter
químico
circunstancia
citar
civil
claridad

non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
false cognate
true cognate
partial
true: assist/asistir (verb) = to help
cognate
false: asistir (verb) = to attend
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
partial
cognate

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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true: brief/breve (adjective) =
short
false: brief (noun, verb) =
instruction, to instruct

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

classic
clause
code
coherent
coincide
collapse
colleague
commence
comment
commit
commodity

clásico
cláusula
código
coherente
coincidir

colega
comenzar
comentar
cometer
comodidad =
comfort
communicate
comunicar
community
comunidad
compatible
compatible
compensate
compensar
compile
compilar
complement
complemento
complex
complejo
component
componente
comprehensive comprensivo =
sympathetic
comprise
compute
computar
conceive
concebir
concentrate
concentrar
concept
concepto
conclude
concluir
concurrent
concurrente
conduct
conducta (true),
conducir (false)

confer
confine
confirm
conflict
conform
consent
consequent
considerable

conferir
confinar
confirmar
conflicto
conformar
consentir
consecuente
considerable

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
false cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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true: conduct/conducta (noun) =
behavior
false: conduct (verb) = to lead /
conducir (verb) = to drive

158
159
160
161

constant
constitute
constrain
construct

constante
constituir
constreñir
construir

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

consult
consume
contact
contemporary
context
contradict
contrary
contrast
contribute
controversy
convince
cooperate
coordinate

consultar
consumir
contacto, contactar
contemporáneo
contexto
contradecir
contrario
contraste, contrastar
contribuir
controversia
convencer
cooperar
coordinar,
coordinado

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate

175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

core
corporate
couple
create
criteria
crucial
culture
currency
cycle
data
debate
decade
define
definite
denote
deny
depress
derive
design

194 despite

corporativo
crear
criterio
crucial
cultura
corriente
ciclo
datos
debate, debatir
década
definir
definido
denotar
deprimir
derivar
diseño, diseñar,
designio

non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
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true: construct/contruir (verb) =
to build
false: construct (noun) = concept

195
196
197
198

detect
deviate
device
devote

199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

differentiate
dimension
diminish
discrete
discriminate
displace
display
distinct
distort
distribute
diverse
document

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

domain
domestic
dominate
drama
duration
dynamic
economy
edit
element
eliminate
emerge
emphasis
empirical
enable
encounter

226
227
228
229
230
231
232

energy
enforce
enhance
enormous
ensure
entity
environment

detectar
desviar
devoto, devotar =
devotee, devout
diferenciar
dimensíon
disminuir
discreto
discriminar
desplazar
distinto
distorsionar
distribuir
diverso
documento,
documentar
dominio
doméstico
dominar
drama
duración
dinámica
economía
editar
elemento
eliminar
emerger
énfasis
empírico
encuentro,
encontrar
energía

enorme
entidad

true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
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233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

equate
equip
equivalent
erode
error
establish
estate
estimate

equiparar
equipar
equivalente
erosionar
error
establecer
estado = state
estimar

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

ethic
ethnic
evaluate
eventual
evident
evolve
exceed
exclude
expand
expert
explicit
export

253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

expose
external
extract
facilitate
factor
feature
federal
fee
final
finance
finite
flexible
fluctuate
focus
format
formula
forthcoming
found

ética
étnico
evaluar
eventual
evidente
evolucionar
exceder
excluir
expandir
experto
explícito
exportación,
exportar
exponer
externo
exctacto, extraer
facilitar
factor
federal
final
finanzas, fianciar
finito
flexible
fluctuar
foco, enfocar
formato, formatear
fórmula
fundar

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
false cognate
partial
true: estimate/estimar (verb) = to
cognate
approximate
false: estimar (verb) = to respect
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
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271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311

foundation
framework
fund
fundamental
furthermore
gender
generate
globe
goal
grant
guarantee
guideline
hence
hierarchy
highlight
hypothesis
identical
identify
ideology
ignorance
illustrate
image
immigrate
impact
implement
implicate
implicit
imply
impose
incentive
incidence
incline
income
incorporate
index
indicate
individual
inevitable
infer
infrastructure
inherent

fundación
fondo
fundamental
género
generar
globo
gol
garantía, garantizar

jerarquía
hipótesis
idéntico
identificar
ideología
ignorancia
ilustrar
imagen
inmigrar
impacto, impactar
implementar
implicar
implícito
implicar
imponer
incentivo
indicencia
inclinación, inclinar
incorporar
índice, indizar
indicar
individual
inevitable
inferir
inherente

true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
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312
313
314
315
316
317
318

inhibit
initial
initiate
injure
innovate
input
insert

319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349

insight
inspect
instance
instruct
integral
integrate
integrity
intense
interact
intermediate
internal
interpret
interval
intervene
intrinsic
invest
investigate
invoke
involve
isolate
item
job
journal
label
labor
lecture
legal
legislate
levy
liberal
license

inhibir
inicial
iniciar
injuriar
innovar
insertar

inspeccionar
instancia = request
instruir
integral
integrar
integridad
intenso
intermedio
interno
interpretar
intervalo
intervenir
intrínsico
invertir
investigar
invocar
aislar

jornal = wage
labor, laborar
lectura = reading
legal
legislar
liberal
licencia, licenciar

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
partial
cognate

non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
false cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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true: insert/insertar (verb) =
to put in
false: insert (noun) = inserted
object

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374

likewise
link
locate
logic
maintain
manipulate
manual
margin
mature
maximize
mechanism
mediate
medical
medium
mental
method
migrate
military
minimal
minimize
minimum
ministry
mode
modify
monitor

375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

motive
mutual
negate
network
neutral
nevertheless
nonetheless
notion
notwithstanding
nuclear
obtain
obvious
occupy
occur
odd

localizar
lógica
mantener
manipular
manual
margen
maduro, madurar
maximizar
mecanismo
mediar
médico
medio
mental
método
emigrar
militar
mínimo
minimizar
mínimo
ministro
modo, moda
modificar
monitor,
monitorizar
motivo
mutuo
negar
neautral, neutro

noción
nuclear
obtener
obvio
ocupar
ocurrir

non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
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390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428

ongoing
option
outcome
output
overall
overlap
overseas
paradigm
paragraph
parallel
parameter
participate
partner
passive
perceive
percent
persist
perspective
phase
phenomenon
philosophy
physical
plus
portion
pose
positive
potential
practitioner
precede
precise
predict
predominant
preliminary
presume
previous
primary
principal
principle
prior

429 priority

opción

paradigma
non-cognate
paralelo
parámetro
participar
pasivo
percibir
por ciento
persistir
perspectiva
fase
fenomeno
filosofía
físico
porción
posar, pose
positivo
potencial
practicante
preceder
preciso
predecir
predominante
preliminar
presumir
previo
primera
principal
principio
prior
prioridad

non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
partial
cognate
true cognate
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true: monastery leader (noun)
false: previous (adjective)

430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470

proceed
process
professional
prohibit
proportion
prospect
protocol
psychology
publication
publish
pursue
qualitative
random
range
ratio
rational
react
recover
refine
regime
region
register
regulate
reinforce
reject
relax
release
relevant
reluctance
rely
require
research
reside
resolve
resource
respond
restore
restrain
restrict
retain
reveal

proceder
proceso, procesar
profesional
prohibir
proporción
prospecto = leaflet
protocol, protocolo
psicología
publicación
publicar
perseguir
cualitativo
rango = rank
ratio
racional
reaccionar
recuperar, recobrar
refinar
régimen
región
registro, registrar
regular
reforzar
rechazar
relajar
relevante

requerir
residir
resolver
recursos
responder
restaurar
restringir
retener
revelar

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509

revenue
reverse
revise
revolution
rigid
role
route
scenario
schedule
scheme
scope
section
sector
secure
seek
select
sequence
series
sex
shift
significant
similar
simulate
site
so-called
somewhat
source
specific
specify
sphere
statistic
status
straightforward
strategy
stress
structure
style
submit
subordinate

510 subsequent

reverso, revocar
revisar
revolución
rígido
ruta
escenario = scene
esquema
sección, seccionar
sector
seguro, asegurar
selecto, seleccionar
secuencia
serie
sexo
significante
similar
simular
sitio

específico
especificar
esfera
estadístico

estrategia
estructura
estilo
someter
subordinado,
subordinar
subsiguiente

non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
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511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540

subsidy
substitute
successor
sufficient
sum
summary
supplement
survey
survive
suspend
sustain
symbol
tape
target
task
team
technical
technique
technology
temporary
terminate
text
theme
theory
thereby
thesis
topic
trace
tradition
transfer

541
542
543
544

transform
transit
transmit
transport

545
546
547
548
549

trend
trigger
ultimate
undergo
underlie

subsidio
sustituto, sustituir
sucesor
suficiente
suma, sumar
sumario
suplemento
sobrevivir
suspender
sostener
símbolo

técnico
técnica
tecnología
temporario
terminar
texto
tema
teoría
tesis
tópico = cliché
trazar
tradición
tranferencia,
transferir
transformar
tránsito
transmitir
transporte,
transportar

último

true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
false cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
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550 undertake
551 uniform
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570

unify
unique
utilize
valid
vary
vehicle
version
via
violate
virtual
visible
vision
visual
volume
voluntary
welfare
whereas
whereby
widespread

uniforme,
uniformar
unificar
único
utilizar
válido, valedero
variar
vehículo
versión
violar
virtual
visible
visión
visual
volumen
voluntario

non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
true cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
non-cognate
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